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The subject of this paper is 
propositions, of the kind that are 
usually associated with complete 
declarative sentences. The paper 
falls into three parts. The first 
part is devoted mainly to an effort 
to catch a proposition and hold it 
down for close scrutiny? in oy hands, 
this attempt fails. The second part 
is a discussion of some relations 
between the notions of proposition, 
truth, and falsity. From this dis
cussion there grows a vague and par
tial definition of what a proposition 
is. In the third part some infer
ences are dravm from the definition. 
Nothing in the paper is original 
except its mistakes. For the most 
part, however, I have not taken the 
trouble to identify sources, out of 
a conviction that good ideas are 
public property and bad ideas can
not be improved by linking them to 
famous names.

I
Here are some examples of 

propositions;

It is hot in the hall.

There are black svjans in 
Australia.

Seven plus five equals 
eleven.

All men are mortal.

If one thing is larger than 
a second thing and the second 
larger than a third thing, then 
the first is larger than the 
third.
A point is that Xirhich has no 
parts.
This is already a bewildering 

variety of types, but almost every 
member of the English-speaking speech 
community will acknox7ledge them and



few will exhibit in their presence the same sort of behavior that they 
would exhibit in the presence of a nearby crack of thunder or the bab
blings of a year-old baby.

Ilaking and acknowledging propositions does not constitute the 
whole of our speech activity. To name just a few, there are also 
questions, commands, v;ishes, and expressions of emotion and feeling.
Yet propositions seem to dominate. Some believe that animals have 
languages, and it is evident that the sounds made by some of them 
function as v/arnings, requests, and expressions of feeling.^ but it is 
hard for me to believe that even the instructional dances of bees or 
the articulated musical communications of porpoises and whales are 
analogous to the examples I have given. Tentatively, then, I propose 
that the activity of making and acknowledging propositions is the pe
culiar pov7er of human beings as such; -- our unique blessing and curse.

We are each of us, then, capable of using propositions, and even 
if the X'jord proposition" is unfamiliar as a technical term, we are 
capable in most cases of distinguishing between what is or is not a 
proposition with the help of a few examples as guidelines. Never
theless, there are hundreds of things that xje use and identify, XTlth 
great confidence and correctness, without knowing what they are.
Perhaps the best example of this is a doctor's relation to thera- 
puetic drugs. I assume that it is better to know than not to know.
So the question is: Ifliat is a proposition?

Let me start by trying to locate one. And for that, I look first 
at Xi7rlting, at written discourse. I have not forgotten that X'jriting and 
reading are derivative from talking and listening, but there is method 
to this order.

I select a book at random. On the first page I see written,
A Nev7 Introduction to Greek.

This is not a proposition, but a label or title. On the next page I 
find something more promising:

This book is designed primarily for college students and 
for seniors in secondary schools, a class of beginners in 
Greek which is Increasing in numbers.

This seems to be a proposition, and my first try is to assume that the 
proposition this partioiilar shaped pile of ink on the page. If this 
is obviously wrong, it is important to see why.

Another person has a copy of the ’’same" book, and on the corres
ponding page I read the same proposition. But the two piles of ink, 
although remarkably alike, are two* while the proposition is one. I 
place two pennies on the two piles of ink in each book. Corresponding 
to each penny is just one pile of ink. The pennies are ever so much 
alike, but there are two of them. I believe that no one xrould claim that 
the proposition we are considering is really txro propositions that happen



to be as like as the pennies. The proposition somehow lives equally 
in the ink-piles lying beneath both pennies. I have not yet located 
it.

The two ink-piles do have practically the sane shape, and they could 
be slid round one on top of the other so as to be superimposed. Perhaps, 
then, the proposition can be associated with the shape of the ink. But 
the trouble now is that we could alter the shape radically without alter
ing the proposition, for instance by putting all of the letters into upper 
case.

The next attempt is to associate the proposition with a class of 
shapes; — upper and lower case letters of various sizes and styles. This 
will not do, but for somewhat complex reasons.

In the first place, we can always invent new styles of letters, or 
even novel artificial symbols that we decide will replace our familiar 
alphabet. So the proposition cannot be associated with any finite class 
of shapes. One might then suppose that it could be associated with an in
finite class. But this is vulnerable to the consideration that the class 
would not be constructed by any principle other than the logically ar
bitrary choice of men who hold and understand the proposition itself.
Let me dvjell on this objection for a moment.

Consider the concept of positive even whole numbers. We might try 
to identify that concept V7ith the entire class of positive even whole 
numbers itself, even though it is an infinite class. Were someone to 
propose a new number, we would have a perfectly definite procedure for 
deciding whether or not it belongs to the class in question; more im
portant, we would have no choice as to whether the new candidate does 
or does not belong to the group. I prefer to say that the class of 
positive even integers has its own intelligibility, over which v/e have 
no control. It is then at least reasonable to suppose that the concept 
"positive even integer" can be located in or associated in a peculiarly 
intimate way with that finite calss of entitles.

The situation is quite otherwise with the proposition from the Greek 
textbook. In an extreme case any number of us could get together, draw 
a picture of, say, the President of the College, and decide that this 
picture means the proposition in question. Piles of ink have no intel
ligibility of their oxra, and their employment as devices x^rhich refer to 
or evoke the awareness of a proposition is entirely in the control of 
those xjho make, use, and understand propositions.

In summary, then, a proposition cannot be located in a particular 
physical artifact, nor in a particular geometrical shape, nor in a 
finite class of such shapes, nor in an infinite class of such shapes.

If these considerations have been at all cogent, the same conclu
sions can be drax^m in respect to shapes spread out in time, as we have 
in sign—language, and in respect to sounds, as we have in ordinary spoken 
language. I chose to discuss so-called written propositions 
at some length because the physical artifacts employed are more stable 
and easier to "get at" than hand signals and sounds, but the same dif
ficulties apply. Propositions cannot be located in physical artifacts



of any kind.

Perhaps, then, a proposition is an idea or thought in the raind. I 
read again the proposition in the Greek textbook. If it is in my mind 
at all, it is surely in my mind at that moment. It also seems reasonable 
that it was in the author’s mind when he wrote it. Is the proposition 
in the author's mind then and in my mind now one proposition or two?
Even worse, the book has in fact two authors, i^ho in some sense x^nrote 
the proposition jointly. Did they, and do I, entertain three distinct 
propositions that are as like as pennies from the same mint, or is there 
just one proposition resident then and now in three different minds?

I believe it is logically possible to maintain that there are three 
distinct propositions expressed by the same words, all alike in some 
important way the fact that they are expressed by the same words is 
perhaps just that way. But the cost of holding such a view is enormous. 
The fact that the three propositions are alike is itself something 
expressible as a proposition which is in turn known or knowable by any 
one of the three minds involved. But nov7 it is important to ask hov; 
this new one could be known by anyone unless he had access to all three 
original propositions in order to compare them and note their likeness. 
Presumably some mind had or has such access. Then that mind contains 
or entertains all three of the original but resembling propositions. 
Therefore, it turns out that the original propositions — three in nuraber, 
but alike as peas in a pod — are each of them distributed one-by-one in 
the minds of the three persons involved, and all three are in the mind 
of one of the three persons Involved. It is mathematically certain that 
at least two of the original propositions are therefore in two different 
minds. The only way I can imagine to evade this conclusion is to deny 
that a proposition can and usually does inhabit a plurality of minds.

This view is not in Itself terribly unusual until it is taken 
seriously. I am claiming that one self-identical proposition can exist 
in two distinct minds, and implicitly it can exist or can have existed 
in one mind that is alive and another that is dead, without itself be
coming two separate things. That makes a proposition something quite 
different from a sensation or feeling. We often speak loosely of shar
ing the sane sensation or feeling, yet usually we regard these as sep
arate entities existing separately in separate minds; if I an right, 
propositions are not like that, but are in some measure Independent of 
tine and locality. They are not "merely" psychological entities.

Were I to follow a parallel order, I should noxj inquire as to 
whether propositions can be located in some finite or infinite class of 
minds. But I have no taste for that, because it vrould raise too many 
questions about what minds are. For example, it nay be true — and I 
think it is that where there are no minds there are no propositions, 
but it may also be true that all minds are in a way one mind, and the 
effort to evaluate that conjecture may depend upon our notion of what 
a proposition is. Hence, I stop with this conclusion; Propositions 
are intimately involved x^ith minds, but they cannot be located in minds 
individually or severally in the way that sensations and feelings per
haps can. The philosopher John Locke used the tern "idea" to refer to 
a content of a conscious mind, something in that mind and nowhere else.
In that sense, and in that sense only, propositions are not ideas.



What else could they be? Perhaps they are something eternal and 
pervasive like forms or gods. This possibility runs headlong into 
the obstacle that some propositions are indubitably false. It may 
be plausible to locate true propositions as partners of God or of 
eternal truths, but it is hard for me to imagine anything analo
gous as a locus for false ones. Propositions are not yet located, 
and I now suspect that they cannot be. The effort to catch one in 
a net for close scrutiny fails, and another method is needed.

II
I have just confronted the fact that truth and falsity are 

properties of propositions. Unhappily, •true" and ‘false" are 
notions at least as obscure as ‘ proposition. ' Still, one may make 
progress by looking at the relations between one thing and 
another even if both are equally mysterious. I open, therefore, 
another book, this time a logic textbook, and I read the following 
proposition:

It is characteristic of propositions that they may be 
true or false, and must be one or the other.

This statement embodies three claims, which I plan to discuss one- 
by-one:

Truth and falsity are characteristic properties of proposi
tions. ^In this they differ from, say, feelings like hunger. They 
also airfer in this respect from commands, vjishes, and conventional 
definitions; if, for example, I announce that a certain symbol will 
be used for a certain vjord, the announcement would take the 
gramatical form of a declarative sentence, but it would not be a 
proposition because it is irrelevant or nonsensical to attribute 
truth or falsity to it.

2. A proposition cannot be both true and false simultaneously. 
This principle is usually dignified V7ith a name: The Lav/ of 
Non-Contradiction: or, more briefly but confusingly. The Law of 
Contradiction.

3. A proposition must be either true or false, and cannot 
hang in some middle place between those alternatives. This is 
usually enshrined as the Law of Excluded Middle.

1. Truth and falsity are properties of propositions; indeed, 
it is hard to ima^j.cne v/hat else they can be properties of. If I 
have found for myselr a sea of ignorance in trying to state v/hat 
propositions are, I am sure that an effort to define truth and 
falsity v/ould land me in a bog of quicksand. Ctill, there is 
something v/orth noting about the relation betv/een true, false, and 
propositions, something that may be clear v/ithout having an account 
of v/hat these chings are. Namely, in most instances and for most



purposes, the explicit ascription of truth or falsity to a propo
sition is redundant.

Suppose on a chilly day the heating systen fails. One night 
be noved to say, "It is false that it is v^am in this room" It 
would be more natural to say, "It is not warn in this roon." Why 
IS the second better than the first? No doubt partly because it 
is shorter; but also, I think, because the first ("It is false 
that...") draws attention to a proposition ("It is warn in this 
roon. ) at the expense of attention to what the proposition is 
about; nanely, conditions in the roon.

Again, consider two true statenents; "It is true that seven 
and five are twelve," and "Seven and five are tvrelve." Out of 
context, both say the sane thing. There are of course contexts 
within which one night prefer the longer version. If I believed 
for a long tine that seven and five are not twelve, and suddenly 
discovered that they are, I night say, "It is true that seven 
and five are twelve; meaning; "By God seven and five are 
twelve after all." Again, if I were getting inpatient with a 
stubborn student who claimed that 7 + 5 = 11, I night say, "It is 
true that seven and five are twelve;" meaning; "Dannit, seven 

twelve." In each case the phrase, "it is true 
that tells something about the condition of the speaker, but 
insofar detracts attention from what the speaker is speaking

This is a slender set of examples, but it suggests a thesis: 
Concentrated explicit attention to the formal properties of 
propositions may be, and I think is, valuable and necessary for 
some purposes; but it undercuts in some measure the primary or 
primr a use of a proposition, which is to draw attention not 
to Itself, but to something else. If this is true, it tells us 
something about propositions; They function in some way analogous 
to signs or signals.

^ Other examples nay be added to support the thesis. The
the scrutiny oft th-and-falsehood relations among propositions as functions of 

t eir form or structure. It is a common scandal in philosophy 
departments that persons who are adept in this science are often 
so fascinated by their own facility with the logical manipulation 
of propositions that they become insensitive to what the proposi
tions are about. We see the sane phenomenon in conversation 
when someone takes glee in showing that a book or a peer has committed 
a contraciction, but shows no interest in wondering why the contradic- 
tion has appeared, what confusion or worthy difficulty has caused it,

fron^it. If there are such things as m.ortal sins, I think this is one of then.

2. Talk of contradictions brings m.e to the so-called Law of



Contradictions A proposition cannot be both true and false. It is hard 
to see how one could defend or justify this principle without construct
ing an argument, and an argument would presuppose the principle and 
hence beg the question. However, an argument attacking the principle 
would likewise presuppose it, and this fact is perhaps its best defense 
(Aristotle, Metaphysics, VI, 4).

T'Jhat can be the intent of someone who proclaims that a proposition 
can be both true and false? Perhaps he means that the world of things 
and properties to which propositions refer is utterly chaotic and "ir
rational." If so, it is unlikely that he behaves as if he really believes 
that without qualification. If he did, he would long ago have walked 
into a well or over a cliff; his very survival attests to his implicit 
belief that some things are what they are and not opposite, at least for 
a while.

Perhaps he means that speech is itself irrational or chaotic and 
obeys no rules except momentary whim. If so, it is peculiar that he 
takes the trouble to speak; for even if he backs away from arguing for 
his claim, the act of speech attests to his belief that words and sounds 
have a character that permits then to subserve communication, such that 
neither they nor their meanings are simultaneously opposite.

A more frequent attack on the Law of Contradiction occurs in this 
claim: "It’s true for you but false for me." I confess to being trou
bled and confused by this, although I hear it often; for example, "God 
exists is true for you but false for me," follovjed by profound nods of 
agreement and satisfaction. The fact of satisfaction shows that the 
participants in such a discussion hold something as true for both, and 
have felt the desirability of standing on a common ground. The latter 
is in itself important, and reveals an important fact about propositions: 
They exert a pull or pressure upon us, and if we ignore that and treat 
them only as counters in a game, we compromise to some extent our own 
humanity. This is why the claim, "true for you but false for me" seems 
to me vacuous or vicious; it denies the fundamental intent of a prop
osition, which is to engage another person or oneself at another time 
in an act of agreement and awareness.

Finally, the principle of non-contradiction is sometimes attacked 
in a wider way under the supposed authority of Emerson, who once wrote, 
"Consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.” In fact the full cita
tion is "A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds," 
which is a very different statement. This does not of itself tell us 
what a foolish consistency is, but I have a guess. If propositions 
are something like signs or signals that intend a stretch toward agree
ment and awareness, then we when we make them and those that we make are 
subject to all the conflicts and blendings that the world exhibits and 
that we ourselves feel. Aristotle was an early explicit defender of the 
Law of Contradiction; in his philosophy of nature it is claimed that the 
primary existing things are individual substances which are a blend of 
is matter, or form, or ^ simply matter-plus-foru; stated baldly 
and out of context this borders on inconsistency. Again, men experience 
conflict, and the more capable and sensitive they are the more they



experience; in the effort to cope with life with the help of words and 
speech, it would be odd if they did not sonetimes fall helplessly into 
self-contradiction. No crine in that; the crime would be to wallow 
proudly in self-contradiction as if it presented no problem and called 
for no response.

3. The Law of Excluded Iliddle states that a proposition must be 
either true or false; here I have serious doubts. There are all kinds 
of propositions whose truth—value we do net know, but we do know hoxr to 
find out. In the nineteenth century no one knew whether there are moun
tains on the back side of the moon, but even then it was clear how one 
could find out. Uc do not know whetlier Achilles had red hair or whether 
Ceasar carried his own sword across the Rubicon, but we can imagine how 
one might know, and the fact that we cannot find out seems to be an 
accident of tine and history rather than a natter of principle. Again, 
most statements that concern us in the realm of mathematics yield to 
some kind of proof or checking process that enables us, or at least 
someone, to determine their truth-value by a finite and reliable method.

I imagine it is considerations such as these which led to the view 
that propositions in themselves have to be true or false even if we do 
not know which. But now consider this statement:

"In the decimal expansion of the number pi there 
occurs the sequence of digits 0123456789."

At the present moment no one knows if this is true or false. There are 
methods for expanding pi to any number of decimal places; if the seq
uence turned up we would know that the statement is true; it has not 
turned up yet. We know that the expansion is endless and will never 
yield a regular repeating pattern. Since we cannot produce a complete 
infinite expansion, for reasons that appear incorrigibly connected to 
what we are, the absence of the sequence 0123456789 in any finite ex
pansion of pi proves nothing. At the same time, no one knows of any 
contradiction that would arise if the sequence did appear, nor of any 
reason why the appearance of the sequence would be Implausible. Does 
it them make sense to insist that the proposition asserting the pres
ence of the sequence is necessarily true or false, when in fact we have 
no grip on a method that will or could, in principle, enable us to 
decide?

Let me repeat the statement.
''In the decimal expansion of the number pi there 
occurs the sequence of digits 0123456789."

Some may prefer to cling to the Law of Excluded Middle by refusing to 
admit that this is a proposition. But what then is it? It does not 
appear to be nonsense, and if the sequence someday does appear it would



at that moment become a genuine proposition and a true one. It is awk
ward to imagine that its status as a proposition could be affected by the 
output of some future computer. I conclude that it is a proposition and 
is at the moment neither true or false.

It will be objected that in some eternal realm, or in God’s mind, 
the truth-value of the statement is knovjn or knowable, and that it is 
therefore not only a proposition but also definitely and necessarily true 

false. That may be, and I do not wish to prejudice that possibility; 
if the Law of the Excluded Iliddle is maintained on such grounds, I 

have to note with amazement that a principle first introduced as a common
place of ordinary logic seems to entail some stern and sweeping metaphys
ical commitments.

It is a more cautious view to regard the proposition about the decimal expansion of pi in the light of its actual use among human 
beings; in that context, it raises a question, invites inquiry, and for 
some minds it fairly compels contact with entities of higher mathematics; 
it is alluring. It is perhaps a proposition in the sense that is usually 
associated with sexual invitations. It makes a proposal; it offers an 
activity in pursuit of the proposal, an activity that will entail contact 
with things not heretofore touched; and only time will tell whether the 
outcome is fulfilling or frustrating—or even conclusive., Propositions,
I think, are like that.

Let me return to the Law of Excluded lliddle in another form. Every 
proposition seems to have a partner which is its contradictory^ or denial, 
or simply its opposite. For example, "All swans are white,” and "There 
is at least one swan which is not white." A pair of propositions is said 
to be contradictory when it can.be knoxra, simply by attention to their 
formal structure, that one or the other is necessarily true, but not both. 
The insistence that every proposition has a contradictory is another way 
of holding to the Law of Excluded Middle.

The problem is that some propositions generate difficulties when one 
tries to form their contradictories. Someone says, "In some sense or 
other Theaetetus exists." As a contradictory let us try this; "In no 
sense at all does Theaetetus exist." Here comes trouble; for if the pro
per name Theaetetus is meaningfully used and understood, then the fact of 
its use in the second proposition does not square with what the proposi
tion tries to say. Similar problems arise with conditional statements, 
particularly counter-factual conditionals. For Instance, "If men were 
angels, then there would be no crimes." This seems to be a meaningful 
statement, a proposition. One useful rule for forming the contradictory 
of a conditional statement is to assert the if-part and conjoin it with 
the opposite of the then-part. Under that rule we get something like 
this as a contradictory; "Men are angels and there are crimes." I am 
not sure what this means because part of it, "Men are angels," threatens 
to be as obscure as the statement "squares are round."

There is a fairy tale about logic Xirhich asserts that in the hands of 
those who knoxi? it is a settled science, with everything clear and incon
testable, and with no room xjithin it for legitimate differences of 
opinion. This tale belongs in the same class x>Tith the one about everyone 
before Columbus believing that the world is flat. The truth is that pro-



fesslonal logicians write some of their longest articles, and record some 
of their deepest disagreements, over two of the shortest words in the 
English language: "is" and "i^." Let me put on record a guess as to how 
this fairy tale got started.

There is a distinction between propositions and truths; after all, 
propositions can be false and truths — I hope — cannot. But pro
positions somehow hanker after truth. Beginning perhaps in the seven
teenth century, perhaps earlier, there was a dream that propositions 
could and should be more like truths, sharing with them the ideal quali
ties of definiteness, clarity, and eternal stability. If I may use theo
logical language without being taken too literally, I think these dreamers 
forgot that propositions are the creatures of men, and men the creatures 
of God. God, I imagine, forms no propositions at all; His relation to 
truths is as Intimate and immediate as our o^m acquaintance with the 
rooms V7e live in. But men get into contact with truths mediately and 
^^Itingly, by means of propositions. And propositions are not like 
truths, glittering, changeless and without flesh; but are more like invi
tational gestures that become the means for our participation in truth.

This is all vague enough, and I cannot at this time do any better.
But if the hypothesis has any merit, it explains why there was earlier 
so much difficulty in locating a proposition. For a gesture is neither 
a physical object, nor a shape, nor an idea, nor an eternal truth, but a 
relation between two or more minds, or between a mind at one time and 
the same mind at another time. And the situation is further complicated 
by the fact that, unlike gestures of sexual invition, propositional ges
tures always involve a third party; namely, whatever it is that can be 
known. The structure of a propositional gesture is not "Why don't you 
come over here?" but "Let's you and I go over there."

Finally, even if this hypothesis about propositions has some merit, 
it opens as many questions as it closes, and leaves unexplained some re
markable things. For example, how is it that one propositional invita
tion can be conveyed through such a variety of physical devices: ink- 
piles, sounds, and sometimes ordinary bodily gestures. And how is it that 
Euclid can gesture to me across the centuries, neither knowing nor caring 
about my particular existence?

Ill

In the final section of this paper, I want to draw some consequences 
from the proposition about propositions that I have advanced. The con
sequences might of course be true on other grounds even if my hypothesis 
is false.

There is a common notion of what a proposition is, illustrated by 
vague thoughts of a computer. This marvelous machine accepts items of 
information, manipulates them according to rule, and disgorges new items. 
The input and output are clear, sharp, discrete, and unambiguous; when 
they are not, the machine obligingly flashes the words "insufficient data" 
or something similar. Although the whole process goes on silently, we 
detect behind the panel Implicit sounds of crab-like clanking mechanisms;



whatever is going on, it is mechanical and rigid in some sense of those 
words. And here, we might feel, are propositions going about, likewise 
mechanical and rigid.

We tend to respond in various v;ays to this image. Some regard the 
computer as a model of proper thinking, or even speaking, and are enthu
siastic about the prospects. Some accept the major premise but are uncom
fortable V7lth the Implications. And among those, further responses 
emerge: An effort to bracket "rational thought" as a separate and rela
tively unimportant part of what we are; or in extreme cases a frantic 
effort to replace thinking with institutionalized touching, as if that 
would replace the sense of human warmth and contact that is absent in the 
mechanical way of looking at thinking.

Can machines think? This question is a side—road, but worth a short 
stroll. If so-called thinking machines, or computers, are rightly under
stood as embodied deductive systems, then I believe there are technical 
considerations which settle the question in the negative. But the "if" 
is a big one; it is not clear what are the possible limits for artificial 
devices that respond to stimuli and manipulate data. Words like "think
ing" and "machine" are so habitually used that, like "is" and "if", it 
becomes difficult to understand their meaning; put differently, it is 
^i^ficult to respond appropriately to the gestures that they are part of, 
and^^difficult to know just what the gestures Intend. There are visions 
of machine and thinking" under which it is plausible and congenial to 
me to regard some machines as thinking; the only vision I find threatening 
is the one that connects thought, via the word "machine," with bloodless 
cold.

If, however, human propositions are not like that but are truly 
human gestures, an aversion to thought based on the chilly computer model 
is groundless. Let me try this out on an imaginary situation having to 
do with arithmetic.

I have a student who does not believe that 1 + 1 « 2. Since he is 
reasonably articulate and genial, I infer that he is not putting me on 
and must be taken seriously. (Note how my response is already a response 
to gestures, not just to the logical skeleton of what he says.) First 
we make a distinction between numerals and numbers; numerals are arbitrary 
scratches used to refer to numbers; numbers are . . . well, we don't go 
into that, but anyway they are not numerals, and we agree that numbers 
are different things. Now, in denying that 1+1=2, did he have in mind 
just a different system of numerals in x^hich, say, the number 2 is denoted 
be a different sign? My hopes are dashed. No, he really thinks that 
1+1 might just as easily be 3.

I'Jhat shall I do? In principle, I do not know. I could accuse him 
of stupidity, perversity, or some other form of human deficiency; I could 
tell him that 1 + 1 = 2 is a convention that he must accept if he hopes 
to get along in the world; I could refuse to talk with him. These are 
all forms of intimidation and as such distasteful. We talk for a while 
about numbers, and plus, and equals, and discover that we seem to have 
the same understanding of them. I try pointing out that a minute ago he 
acknov/ledged that numerals and numbers are distinct, and that in so doing 
he V7as already committed to the notion that one thing and another thing



taken together are two things. Perhaps this works» perhaps not. If we 
keep at it long enough, I raay begin to doubt that 1 + 1=2. All else 
failing, I will invite him to accept the proposition and reserve his 
scepticism until he sees what follows. If I thought it would help, I 
would stand on my head.

The example I have chosen is not perversely simple; it is a case of
confrontation with a basic truth, conveyed by a simple proposition. I
know of^no way to "prove by logic" that 1+1=2, and no way to open the
student s skull and place it unequivocally inside. I do know of ways to 
gesture. i-w

To the extent that mathematics in its more complex forms shares the 
features of this imaginary drama, it looks less and less like an exercise 
in arid deduction, and may have more in common with literature than is 
generally supposed. The first book of Euclid’s Elements certainly has a 
device that we ordinarily associate with dramas and novels; namely, the 
heightening of tension. For one of the postulates is held in reserve 

rough the first half of the book; all sorts of things are demonstrated 
without its help. Including some that are not needed for later purposes; 
and it eventually appears on the scene at a dramatic juncture in order to 
demonstrate the converse of a critical proposition about parallels. It 
my be objected that such features of the book are non-mathematical, but 
that objection just begs the question.

^^i®’'^ture: Poems, dramas, novels, and other 
stories. Such things are alvrays an embarrassment to the logician. They 
seem to be packed with propositions; beyond a certain point blatant incon
sistency becomes intolerable; and yet questions of truth and falsity in 
this area seem stranply complex or irrelevant. It is tempting to ignore 

this temptation is reinforced from another direction. Under the 
old notion that links reason with propositions that are dry as the desert. 
Imginative literature is one of the things that we turn to for relief.
It is regarded as unserious, and a source of titillatlon essentially. It 
is then said in regard to it that any opinion is as good as any other; 
and some literature teachers seem to think that the quality of a drama
or poem is measured by the number of inconsistent interpretations that 
it evokes•

I propose instead that Uar and Peace has some Important features in 
common with Euclid’s Regents. Both are extended and complex propositions 
that invite our participation in a new world of some kind; both require 
effort and reflection if we are to catch the complexity of the gestures; 
both presuppose a context of human experience and implicit understandings, 
since otherwise no gesture can a gesture; and if it be argued that we 
have never met anyone who behaves quite like the characters in War and 
|ejce, it is equally true that we have never met lines and circles that 
behave quite like the ones in the Elements.

One further point in this connection. In those colleges which cling 
to certain curiosities like the elective system and major fields of study, 
students move from physics and philosophy into literature far more fre
quently than in the other direction. I suspect that, on the whole, this 
happens because literature is supposed to be easier. If what I have been 
saying contains some truth this cannot be right, and serious literature.



studied with a seriousness commensurate to its stature, must be at least 
as difficult on the whole as mathematics and philosophy. For one thing, 
it involves propositions Just as much as mathematics. For another, it 
employs more complex materials; it can use the sounds of words as spoken, 
or the shapes of printed words on a page, or the violation of customary 
canons of sentence structure in order to convey its peculiar propositional 
gestures. Those gestures can therefore be all the more complex and unti- 
mately rewarding if we respond to them. They certainly demand more 
effort if we are to notice them for what they are.

In closing, I want to say a few things about the tentative evaluation 
of propositional gestures. The world we live in is positively promiscuous 
in the number it exhibits. To speak only of books, there are just too 
many; and we are wrongly told to respond to this fact by learning to read 
faster. No matter how fast we read, we have to choose which ones to ac
knowledge and decide how deeply to respond to them.

One source of help, as with all gestures, is to look to the reputa
tion of the gesturer. So we read reviews, and consult lists of great 
books. This is easy to do, but of limited value.

Less limited, but harder to do well, is to make a judgment based on 
style. Books on any subject that gesture too loudly toward themselves, 
books whose early pages are packed with proposals that are careless or 
coy, or vain or harsh, or just too routine: — such books are probably 
not worth the time, much less the effort.

We cannot help but feel the pressure of the same considerations upon 
ourselves when vje write and speak, but however v;earisome, this is a 
burden that we dare not shrug off. For all of us collectively, proposi
tional gesturing is close to the center of life; in some sense it is life 
itself. The quality of life therefore depends upon the quality of those 
gestures, and upon whether they are made carefully, and lovingly.



I

From intricacy in childhood effort 
to plain comfort of our old a^e— 
In this me gaze fon;ard 
expecting permanence, 
having sought someone's soul 
me lose ourselves 
in the later years, 
and dream
in anas that x.mll die
I sax/ an insane child
tx/enty years old
x/hose hand no longer groped
heart hoped not
for
Forgive us
xrliO cling to corpses 
Forgive us 
v;uo seek you 
myrrh
in an empty tomb.



II

Lumen Christ!
Holy Lip.Iit 
the Son--- 
Holy Light 
and Holy Hire

I am face covered. Lord
I am knee knelt
I an one of these souls
glad gathered
for sore reason,
for some season of hope
to flover from desolate and long field
in this time for each of us.

To realize sterility.
To have called this dry heart
heat by beat
and not to have kno^.n.
To find rr7 dust to be dust—
These I vrhisner un
iTlth the flames of these lamps

Sorry, so much. Lord

In solitary deserts 
springs break forth 
that Tjater the h'orld

face covered 
knee knelt
Like a e’eer, lii^e a deer

’;eo f'ratias
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He came to rae last night —
Taleiman the king of the goLlins,
iJho lives on green cheese and ponegranite v/ine
And slicks his hair doi7n \;ith the grease of nigs.

Seven angels rising, like nist frorx tlie head of ny hed.
Seven spirits like roses.

ialeiraan the devil smiling into his beard 
i\nd sitting cross- legged on lay coverlet 
hotm by my feet.

Seven angels \jeeT)ing, onto the peeling paint of the ceiling.

Oh he smiles lihe the thousand eyes of the peacock 
ialeiman that lives in the craters of the moon.
That makes his home in the dust under the l-eds 
irnere uiujashed children sleep,
Taleiman that came to me last night.

Pray for my soul, birds of light:
;iIox7
And in the hour x/hen I die.



beYONd dU5CA.M5 Mxcupe’s Law
Preface

I only wish to preface this story by saying that it is 
another view of Milton's Paradise Lost» and the kind of tragedy 
found therein.

"Will he, dravj out,
for angers sake, finite to infinite
in punisht nan, to satisfie his rigour
satisfi'd never; that were to extend
His Sentence beyond dust and rlatures Lav7,
By which all Causes else according still
to the reception of thir natter act.
Not to th’ extent of thir own Spheare."

(Book X, lines 800--809)

Prologue

The seasons have peeled off, one upon another 
each standing dazzling and naked 
tingling with the death of another cycle.
And away goes the nagic stranger
easing like a wind twixt the sluggish veins of nen, 
springing like Satan fron the sweet liquor of chaos. 
His cheeks as pallid and bold as daggers, 
hair like ivy clinging with frenzy to a face 
cooled to the scented breeze of green-eyed Pan, 
lips lush and snirking
flirting with the echo of a v/ailing beast in heat, 
or a screaming virago left to winter.
So the stranger leaves a drop of burning laughter 
as the tumbling seasons stretch taut their limbs 
in holy rites of morn.
Soon bloodied with the night
From passions split and virgins torn.



I.

Deep in one of earth’s dank and furrowed wombs 
was couched the stillness of a sea—side peoplej 
mute as lowland herds on steaming fields, 
the only sound a patient swatting of tails 
driving away insistent goad-flies.
Drunk with earth's stale fragrance, 
the village nuzzled the soil,
a cocky woolen lamb who trembles to stray from its mother's teat, 
bleating nervous laughter at the sea, 
the temptress who lifts her death-filled fingers 
in pulsing invitation.
Only tv7o were perched on her swirling belly, 
a leaf—like child, fragile bookend, 
balancing a boat with his grizzled father.
The father a bawdy statue, the boy a sacred one 
The older an entanglement of chilly bones, 
the frantic thrust of hairy roots from a great tree 
now upearthed.
The younger but a handful of loose seeds, 
sprinlvled in a tiny pocket of the world.
Starting beneath his black brow, Ilanio the father 
darted at a glint of motion belov;.
For an instant he flickered with his one-time youth's blossom, 
as gleaming as the polished raven, 
and X'jarmed his wintry face.
The fish are fickle as Lady Fortune, my boy," 

cracked the salty voice, stinging as brine, 
but flirt hotly as a seasoned fox, 

make your bait a blushing maid,
and soon you'll take 'em in like Father Death himself."
Deaf and distant, the boy's face bespoke
the white and sallov7 nature of the sunken sky;
his chastity danced clumsily about his shoulders.
The father's eyes were now xjearied and dull;
for the dulcet raven had flitted as suddenly as she’d arrived.
no disgust, for the boy reminded him of a sickly nun.
Paulo, he blazed as if speaking to entire bounds 

of prowling sea and cloud—spun sky,
"I was once as unripened as you, 
smearing the world V7ith holiness
until I shirked no longer a second glance, 
and saw the soiled globe hooting at me, 
a sx'7eating, painted whore!"
Paulo shadowed his face from the aging demon, 
who spurted the gall drunk so eagerly in youth. 
The boom of the broken voice hung in mid-air, 
and both looked askance, 
stubborn slaves to the bond of silence.

Aside from Iianio's sudden flashes, 
their days vrere sturdy doves, 
ruffling feathers gently as dawn.

i



and settling to the hush of the stagnant midday. .
Come feast days and holidays, an old weathered woman jv
with voice of a strangling vulture, 
lighted on the ancient doorstep and called for Paulo, 
shedding her witch’s voice in the sunshine unmercifully.
He ambled beside her, keeping safe distance.
They were travelling fellows to the city nearby.
Soon springing before them was 
the husky flow of the crowd's voice, 
the thick babble of swaying women, 
the spit and grease of the market.
Paulo's delight sv/armed inside like maddened bees,
oh, the bright burden of ripe bosoms,
the curled elfen toes of a maid's dancing feet!
His withered companion crisped and crackled, 
an old fire lit anew.
So the city embraced them, like a flashing baubled harlot.
They plunged hungrily toward the festive music,
and were drawn always to the plays,
the endless plays with players brimming as stars
their constellations fraught with
streams of raucous laughter
or the drowning dirge, the tears of labour that give ■ 
birth to a stillborn babe, the child of tragedy.
Paulo saw them strut their v;ares, the wares of life, 
t^hen Oedipus dared to dash the light from sated eyes, ,
Paulo felt the world stop to gasp,
sun and Mars to discard their orbits,
and plummet toward some common sea of sorrow.
When Hamlet strode the brink of the abyss,
that afterworld that crouched in dangling nightmare,
Paulo saw the world weak and death-ridden,
clinging to capricious Life with claws paralyzed in fear.
Tragedy, swift phoenix, clutched the bulging veins of men,
and surging straight to hell's grasp
exploded in that elemental flame which forges men
with the secret mind of sweet Jupiter and black space.
Paulo savored the barefaced purity of this new world, 
where men and their universe meshed eternally, 
with spirit their prodding master.
But when Paulo pulled his eyes from illumined stage,
he saw a barren vjoman bereft of milk and choking on the sour earth
Then tragedy sang soft alone,
mingling no more with these who were born
an audience of Life.
He saw yellowed men unfold their seats, 
like deaf crows drop toothless bleats, 
clapping for the show, 
the ever-still scenario.
They were sticky moons plastered to the sky,
gawking and rocking,
gaping bosoms on the sly
Fickle Proteus moons
pricked by salty demons



Hung in the aether, spinning slaves to earth.
The natty women, once like water
chests thumping with x^aves of sobs and nirth.
Sails now crippled, the vessels of dearth 
Crusty eyes, beaks, and rotted roots.
Paulo wished the feast day was over,
he*d seen them like moles munching the soiled globe
sated and stout as anchors.
The beasts have their fragrance and their dance 
a leap, a burst, a mild pause
(xjhen butterflies seen to be crushed in blind claws) 
He saw then eternally hump tufts of earth, 
the ripe browned she-beast or death.

II.

When the colder season crept onward 
loosing fanged winds over the frail boat, 
llanio and Paulo rubbed numb fingers, 
straining to see life beneath angry waves.
"Winter speeds her charge, the blue-blooded bitch, 
until a whole life sings winter 
hypnotized by her frozen cheeks."
!Ianio whispered, chanted that day
until his voice was clothed xxrith the wind.
“I plodded and ran, suffered and sped
toward this howling winter, thinking at every step
she was a fertile woman swelling with milk.
Oh, how she could pry the green years dry 
and weight my eye-clothing, 
a succulent woman eternally teasing, 
christening streaks of promises.
I was a simple boy, Paulo, nudging the soothing soil, 
coaxing her fruits from the depths.
Until womankind leapt to my mind and sprang roots.
But no beauty was perfect, I craned my neck high to see 
visions that flew far above woman.
So I chased it, that bitter mirage,
I saw myself a lonely figure
rising each day to pay penance to dreams.
In me I planted so carefully the seed of tragedy, 
nurturing it with invisible losses and lovers aloof,
Here it lies dormant, it feeds not on fancies.
Seething and hungry, the ache that it molds 
is the winter I spoke of."
llanio sighed, as if made of nothing but sighs,
and Paulo cooed, a grounded pigeon,
for llanio's ghost lover and tragedy dead.
The wind swept the same song round about their shoulders 
but vanished with sudden scorn at this man void of birth.



III.

Once when the proud eye of day, torrid sun, 
was blinded by the cryptic lids of even-tine, 
a serpent stranger neared the little village.
White as sea-foan, a smile coursing with the sauciness of wine.
He knew the sea, spitting and gurgling 
like a bewildered speechless babe, 
yet surging with unwitting eloquence.
He heard the grumblings of the earth’s belly.
It was Paulo he met by the shore that night, 
alone fingering sea nettles and whispering sand.
His rich woman lips shed honey and spices,
his smoldering words mimicked the undulating tide.
And so Paulo heard the night christened with love songs, 
felt the cool body a fatal mist upon him.
I have flown many distances over groaning earth and cream-covered sea, 

I am the warm south wind you cried for."
Paulo felt the cat-green eyes upon him,
was drav/n to the body, was fed, warned by that fragrant fire.
The night, coy mistress, bound them together 
made sleep their master
fettered their supple spirits to dreaming.
As savage dawn spilled rosy guts upon the sky, 
the sphinxian stranger woke Paulo, 
breathing lightly in his ear,
"Little Paulo, leave that sphere of dreaming, 
and see this dream that waits fresh for you.
I am the savory god that drew on the maenads, 
and brushed new lives with sorrovj.
Bo you know that the sun will find you tainted as Eve?
By even, you will bear the wretched paint of a harlequin, 
but do you think the world will lament you?
You would be brash to think my sickle so tender.
You fancied the world to tremble for Oedipus, 
it will not move for you.
When Adam awoke to first glimmers of pain,
he saw death as life’s sister,
a livid companion was deathless death,
who slouched beside him in depthless throes,
and lay soft behind him in that false death called sleep.
The stern continuum, god-like Life
makes endless man’s heart for swallowing pain.
But look more closely at my peculiar face, 
and you will see my sable hair run gold, 
my satyr's face turn rock-ribbed, 
my silvery body seem stalwart.
My being is but one side of a coin,
which turned over reveals solemn Apollo, archer and healer.
We bend to each other, trees lovingly entwined, 
snarling the earth’s urn in seeming madness, 
then shaping it bold and anew."



Tlie stranger finished and lifted his small lover 
from swan-like embrace,
and rose to the glaucous clutches of dawn.
Paulo saw his smile turn from voracious to gentle, 
he seemed a swirling chaos of gods dark and light.
There was a screaming second of dying
and it was as if he watched sister Lethe*s sweet leave-taking, 
her limbs sealing him.
He could only see, burnt upon his pasty lids 
the scrubbed smile of her heels.
Paulo blinked, then bursting open,
began the fiery pursuit of his vanished lover,
streaming sunward, a vernal Icarus,
blind to the millions before him
strewn faceward upon the crinkling brov/ of
salt-sea's throbbing temple.
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I SCT7 Joe, a "uy who lives in town, on the 
sidewalk the other day, as I was on my way 
to the grocery store. We were talking a- 
bout things in general, and not saying 
much. It was a cold day and the wind was 
blowing dirty scraps of paper and dead 
leaves about in the gutter. We talked 
for av7hile but I soon ran out of things 
to say. I looked across the street to the 
service station, and xjatched as a dark red 
car pulled in and stopped. Someone in 
overalls carae out and stood leaning over 
the driver’s side of the car, talking to 
whomever was inside. He walked around to 
the pump, and then back to the car with 
the gasoline hose in his hand.
Joe tossed his cigarette down on the side
walk and tapped it out with his shoe. I 
watched as he ground away at the butt, his 
hands in his pockets. The cigarette paper 
tore and the ashes and shreds of tobacco 
scattered in a tiny whirlwind. His hands 
still in his pockets, he looked up and 
past my shoulder. Across the street the 
gas station attendant was filling the tank 
of the red car. The driver got out and 
went inside the station.
’Tley, did you hear about the car accident?" 
Joe asked.

"IThat car accident?"
"A couple of vjeeks ago. Remember Jill 
Swenson?"
"Yeah, what about her? Was she in it?"

"Uh, yeah, she was killed."

"Oh, really?" I said, sounding serious.
"Yeah, she and someone else were killed 
and a couple of people went to the hospi
tal."
"How did it happen?"
"Don’t know anything about it. Just heard 
a couple of days ago that she was killed. 
Died of a broken neck, I guess. I think 
that's what it was."



"God."
"Yeah. II

Jill in some class of mine in high school. Chemistry?—yeah, that’s 
what it was. She had long straight blond hair. Beautiful hair. She 
and a few other people did nothing in there but fool around a lot.
There were four or five of them who would just sit in the back of the 
room with their chairs leaning against the wall, their feet up on the 
chairs in front of them. Jill talked a lot, talked so loud that if 
you happened to be at the other end of the hall and she was talking— 
and she usually was—you knew at once v7ho was talking. She laughed a 
lot too. Never talked seriously, always just laughing. Except when 
she X7as complaining about school and about being tired and wanting to 
go to sleep. People in there were always saying how tired they were, 
because the class was in the middle of the afternoon. Besides that 
it was a boring class. The room was on the third floor of the high 
school, and if you looked out the window all you could see were the 
sky and the tops of a few pine trees growing next to the school. There 
were always starlings and some kind of blackbird around those trees.
They flew into the windows a lot, especially in October, and if you 
walked along the sidewalk below you would see dead birds lying everjrwhere. 
No one took them away or anything, and some would dry up like mummies, 
and by spring you couldn’t tell what they even v/ere. Stray cats ate 
a fexj of them, but not many.

Jill was a cheerleader for the basketball team. She would vjear a dark 
blue skirt and white sweater with red stripes and a blue letter on Fri
days before the games. At the basketball games she would sit V7ith the 
other cheerleaders on the floor, springing up whenever something happened 
and screaming so much that on Nonday her voice would be hoarse. Sometimes 
she X7ould braid her hair or put it into ponytails tied with red ribbons, 
but most of the time she let it hang loose. It always stayed long and 
smooth and fine and straight, and I could never understand hox7 she managed 
to keep it that way.

Joe left with some friends who drove up. The car’s engine gunned as 
they drove away, and their tires, screaming, left black marks on the pave
ment. I went into the supermarket. I was standing in front of a shelf 
of catsup bottles and pickle relish jars when I heard two women behind 
me talking. One of them mentioned the car accident. She said something 
about the driver having been paralyzed. She thought it had happened 
around twilight. She said she had heard it was a pretty bad accident, 
and that a girl in one of the cars screamed for nearly twenty minutes 
before the ambulances came. Jill Swenson had died instantly of a broken 
neck, and she never knew v/hat happened. The women agreed it was a 
blessing.

When I was little my mother would stop at the gas station to see if there 
had been an accident lately and we would look at the wrecked cars.
They were more awesome than ordinary, undamaged cars. Some had their 
roofs flattened or doors caved in, and in most the vrindshields had been 
shattered, so there xjas a fine web of glass across VThere the windshield 
had been. Sometimes someone x-jould walk up, a service station attendant



or someone who either lived nearby or had just driven into the station, 
and whoever it v/as would tell us what they knew about the accident. 
Sometimes there had been rain, or fog, or a blind curve. These people 
always knew the details of the accident. They knew who was sitting where 
in the car, even if someone had been asleep in the back leaning against 
someone else's shoulder so that they didn't get hurt as they might have 
had they been sitting up straight and been awake. Or instead, for that 
very reason, they had been killed or hurt as they otherxrise wouldn't 
have been. Everyone always knew what might have happened differently to 
stop the accident from occurring. The train had perhaps been later than 
usual, or a dog had run across the street so someone had to stop suddenly 
and caused the car behind to smash into them. Or someone's grandparents 
had been late in arriving for a visit and at an intersection collided 
with a car they should have missed.

I bought a newspaper as I left the supermarket with a bag of groceries, 
and stood in the entrance reading it. There was a notice from Jill's 
family on the third page, thanking people for things done to help the 
bereaved family. People had sent flov/ers and S3nnpathy cards and had 
brought food, coming to visit the family of Jill Swenson. The family 
had probably borrowed folding chairs from the neighbors to seat those 
who came to visit, and everyone had sat around the living room on the 
awkvjard chairs, drinking coffee and eating sandwiches and cake, talking 
quietly. The doorbell V70uld ring and new arrivals would come in with a 
quiet flurry and reshuffling of people, carrying casseroles and salads 
covered with aluminum foil, or cake tins shielded in saran vrrap. Some 
v7ould cook hot meals for the Swenson family, so their dinners were taken 
care of. The Svrensons would sit around the kitchen table eating the 
donated food while neighbor women stood crowded in the room, leaning 
against the counters or washing dishes. The men V70uld sit in the living 
room. The children xjould sit quietly at the table, eating and not 
talking and waiting until they could leave without feeling they needed 
to excuse themselves out loud. They would go into the living room and 
sit on the floor while the grownups had the chairs, and they wouldn't 
do any homework or go to school until after the funeral. Their mother and 
perhaps a grandmother would be at the kitchen table long after they 
were finished eating, and when women came in would reach up to embrace 
them without standing up.

Across the street the red car had driven away, and a light blue pickup 
had taken its place. The hood of the pickup V7as raised, and the attendant 
and the driver of the pickup V7ere leaning under the hood. Another car 
drove up, and a second attendant came out and filled its tank. I stood 
at the comer, leaning against the brick V7all of the supermarket where 
notices and posters rattled and flapped in the wind, waiting for Karen 
who was supposed to meet me here and drive me home. The two women who 
had been talking about the accident in the store came out, and glanced 
at me as they passed. They walked across the street to a white car, and 
after putting their bags of groceries and a heavy sack of flour in the 
back seat, they got in and the car pulled away from the curb.
I opened the nev7spaper again. The wind caught at it so I put the 
groceries down on the sidewalk to have a better hold on the newspaper.



Below the notice from the Swenson family, there was a poem written in 
memoriam for someone's father who had died five years ago. I found 
another notice, a note of thanks for the doctors and nur>es at the hos
pital for the care given to Richard Lindaolm, and for friends and relatives 
of the family for bringing flowers, cards, and gifts. I wondered if 
Richard was still in the hospital, and who he was.

I used to see Jill with some guy whose name I never knew. He was never 
around the high school. I would see them together on weekends and 
vralking together or getting into his car after school. He was never 
at the basketball gases, and after the games Jill always left with 
a group of high schorl students. The senior boys were always around 
her, it seemed, but th7l.s otlier guy was the only I ever saw her alone 
with. I guessed they must be going together. He would never touch 
her that I saw, except when they were eating somplace and I noticed 
them. They would sit on opposite sides in a booth, leaning over the 
table between them, sometimes hoining hands, and he would reach up to 
move the hair out of her face. Even then, even when he pushed it back, 
it always stayed smooth and straight. I wondered if she had still been 
seeing him at the time of the accident, and if she had been in love 
with him. I wondered if he had been in the same car with her when the 
accident occurred.

Karen drove up and stopped, the motor of her car still running. I 
picked up the bag of groceries and climbed in, my newspaper rattling and 
crumpling because I hadn't folded it up. A corner caught in the door 
as I pulled it shut, and a page ripped in half. I crushed the torn 
page into a ball and shoved it into the litter bag hanging from the 
dashboard. I pulled out my comb and leaned forward to see in the rear— 
vievr mirror. I combed my hair and pushed it back behind my face, then 
leaned back in the seat again, locking the door on my side as we drove 
away from the curb.

Karen turned to me. "Did you get everything you needed?"
Huh? Oh, sure. Do you want to get something to eat before you take me 

home, or are you in a hurry?"
"No hurry. Will your stuff be all right?"

Yeah, there's nothing to turn sour or thaw or anything. I'm hungry."
"Hey did you know about Jill Sv7enson being killed in a car accident?"

Yeah, I just heard about it this afternoon. I was talking to Joe—a 
guy that lives around here somewhere—he told me about it but he didn't 
really know anything. What have you heard?"
Nothing much. She had a broken neck or something, but she was pretty 

messed up besides. There was glass and blood in her hair, and I guess 
they had to cut it all off."

Oh, really? My voice had turned serious again. I fingered my comb in 
my pocket. "She had such beautiful hair."
"I'feimm," Karen said, watching a stop light. "Well, that's what somebody 
told me." ^
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"FROM THE NOTEBOOK OF ONE OF THE D/E.NEB'
OR

"I AJ'i IN nOUSNING FOR IIY LIFE"

Part I

The knife sinks in 
Making a perfectly 
Cylindrical hole 
In my stomach
Once

One time 
Did the trick

The electric wire 
Cut
And no more power 
Came from, the source
Once

One time 
Did the trick

The vermin settled in 
Rather it v;as a spore 
That needed something 
To germinate it
Once 
One time



A ROOM OF SMALL BRAIN

As I sit here in my empty room
That knew to laugh
That knew to love
My mind knows not but hollow boom
That crashes the walls and celling above
With my ovm two hands I destroyed it 
Relishing the thought to start anew 
Albeit the despair and sadness



SERENADE FOR THE BLIND

I*m being serenaded 
Outside my door 
A lover's plea 
For me to appear?
Or just taunting me 
As some whore?

And he is calling me - 
Enticing my lazy mind 
If I remain here,
Do I become unblind?

0 serenader, bard! 
Whatever you might be 
Leave me, leave me 
I need to see.
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It might have been thought (and 
^^7as in ancient times thought) that 
those parts of the structure which 
determined the habits of life, and the 
general place of each being in the 
economy of nature, would be of very 
high importance in classification.
Nothing can be more false. No one 
regards the external similarity of a 
mouse to a shrew, or a dugong to a 
vrliale, of a whale to a fish, as of 
any importance. These resemblances, 
though so intimately connected with the 
whole life of the being, are ranked as 
merely “adaptive or analogical 
characters". . .

. . .Again, no one xjill say that 
rudimentary or atrophied organs are of 
high physiological or vital impor
tance; yet, undoubtedly, organs in this 
condition are often of much value in 
classification.

(Darwin, The Origin of 
Species. Classifi
cation)

Darwin's words reveal perhaps one 
of the most unfortunate views of liv
ing things and of man in nature.

Classification is not catalogu
ing, but a study of relations; and for 
man it is a defining of man himself in 
terms of his surroundings. Confronted 
with an homogenous world of sense, man 
creates by distinguishing, and perhaps 
that distinguishing reflects as much of 
man as of his world. This distinguish
ing and creating is naming, creation of 
specifics—species.

Linnaeus maintained that all true 
knowledge was of the species—the indivi
dual brought into focus from its surroun
ding framework—and that knov/lng and 
naming were the same. True knowledge 
is present, before any interpretation, 
from the fact that man has named. Class
ification is an array arising from knov;- 
ledge of specifics and defined by man's 
view of the importance of those specifics. 
This is the view of Linnaeus, which makes 
more sense to me than most.



The species are natural, for each individual is itself. 
Classification is man-centered, and becomes an endeavor to 
realize what nature does to man, and as such becomes a statement of 
priority and of function with respect to man. This is a living 
system.

Darwin effectively killed that system formally. He proposes a 
removal of Linnaean uncertainty in classification to be brought about 
by compressing all classification to the level of specifics. With 
Darwin, classification becomes true in a way that for Linnaeaus was 
possible only in connection with concrete things, such as a plant, a 
specific animal, etc. This provides Darwin with the opportunity to be 
kindly aloof with respect to previous systems. Granted that the divinely 
Inspired reverence and vronder of Linnaeus perhaps should not be demanded 
of everyone, there is still something that is left out of Darwin, and 
this is what I intend to explore.

It is clear that classification for Linnaeus was not classifi
cation for Darwin. Darwin’s work is not the completion of this 
previous system, and neither is it a better realization of the former 
aim; but rather, it is opposed in outlook and approach, in that it 
dismisses the Linnaean objects of priority. Darwin’s talk of finding 
the much sought ’’natural system of classification" is belied by the 
actual nature of his system.

. . .that community of descent is the hidden bond which 
naturalists have been unconsciously seeking, and not some 
unknown plan of creation, of the enunciation of general 
propositions, and the mere putting together and separating 
objects more or less alike.

(Classification)
Consider. It does not seem outrageous that one should classify 

according to the similarities of growing things. And further, it might 
even be acceptable if those similarities xjere determined in terms of 
function, the aspect of things that seems most accessible and most 
defining in what is around us. This would mean that classification is a 
construct flung around items of specific knowledge to hold them. It is 
something designed and built by man to describe his relation to nature 
and specific natural objects. The building of a classification system 
does not in itself provide knowledge, for specific knowledge is present 
before an animal or plant is fit into the system. The system as such, 
hoxjever, is useful in respect to the knowledge it transmits. Since 
this kind of classification system is a series of similes (A is similar 
to B, and C is like both of them) one may describe a living thing in the 
system in terms of another living thing. The place an animal or plant 
holds in the simile series is determined by what aspects of the thing 
a man may deem important. Thus, a whale is not like a dog, but a fish.

This is what Darwin destroys. For Darwin, the entire system is 
complete real, in a way not looked for by Linnaeus. Classification 
becomes a fact, not an endeavor. Classification ceases to deal so 
much with man's relation to the world as with something internal to 
natural objects. As such it seems to be suspiciously like Linnaen 
specific truth.



What Darwin ends up with is a "pedigree" (thus he calls it), a
parents. It is not clear what this tells one aside from the 

pedigree itself. Perhaps nothing. It is true that Darwin can theoret
ically place any creature unambiguously in his system; but then, what does 
that placing mean? Darwin’s system is static and entire and true; 
however, it does not deal with the things that Linnaeus deals with. It 
ignores them to anihilation.

Darwin attacks previous natural philosophers and recommends his 
geneological classification as one which accomplishes what b-fore v^as 
only promised. I find it difficult to read ^itinaeus as promising any- 
..iiing line w.iat narwln gives as ttie realization of classifyii.g under a 
natural system. For ninnaeus, t.ie natural system dealt witii t.ie imm^ti-- 
iate functions of creatures (as opposed to the antics of their ancesotors) 
in which tne divine plan was revealed. As such, this system is compatille 
witn i^arwiu in tnat tuey deal wita none of the same things. narv;in’s 
pedigrees are true, but qua pedigree they are divorced from preSeut 
function.

I see tae narwin—Linnaeus encounter, not as correction of error, 
uut tae presentation of a cnoice, calling for a decision concerning 
what is important to be considered in biology. Tnus, iL-arwin’s class
ification supplanted Linnaeus unjustly, for .^art/in did not do what he 
proposed. ^ Tiie issue was not a perfection of the natural system, but the 
relative importance of certain aspects of the biological endeavor.

If one must take sides, I favor ninnaeus. I do not desire 
a classification system wuicn is reduced to the status of a fact or 
t..at nas removed man’s mind from its formulation. Petiiaps it is true 
tnat the basis of narv/in's system of classification giVeS insignt into 
tne present similarities of living things: but if this is true, why not 
seek out and deal with those similarities in and for ti.emselvns, 
ninnaeus produced a meaningful system because that system vras ti-d to 
man, and it produced useful results because man's mind was located in it. 
narwin produced a system that gave everything a placn, but whicn did 
only tiiat. Tne issue is not truth and falsity, but applicability.
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kei'cYy LeoiMAgd

On an intense and empty summer day 
5.n which the sun had become a ravaging 
verb, a new lecturer appeared at Salaman
ca. Strained by the heat of his new resi
dence, he spent several days in seclusion 
to recover: the absence only served to 
inflame the curiosity which would be di
rected to him as a matter of course. A 
rianor finally crystallized about his per
son, which originated from no less re
putable a source than Morales, the secre
tary to the Rector. It appeared that 
Roderigo Corazon—for that was the name 
of the unknown man—had distinguished 
himself in his studies at Paris and Rome, 
drawing even the attention of several 
powerful lords in the retinue of Philip 
II. He had refused the offer of a minor 
but well-paying sinecure at the court 
from these same nobles, asking instead 
to be placed in a teaching position in 
one of the Spanish universities. Piqued 
by this report of a scholar who posses
sed a genuine passion for his studies, 
even the more established instructors 
became anxious to test the stranger.
Among these was the taut and saturnine 
Master of Theology, Don Aquilio de Vicdma.

Viedma had held unquestioned in
tellectual leadership at Salamanca for 
eleven years, something better than 
three-fourths of his career. This un
usually lengthy reign was the result of 
strength of mind and force of person
ality. Every word and mannerism which 
belonged to Viedma was designed to leave 
an impression of gravity and wisdom, 
even to the way his lips moved to re
ceive bread. A stray remark, a glance 
that was misdirected or clumsily em
ployed, would be enough to cause Viedma 
to wince in self-hatred for long after
wards, consumed with concern about 
appearances. Indeed, he would often be 
perversely fond of imposing cruel pen
ances upon himself for such self-betray
als. Only his knowledge that he was 
fully successful in the role that he had 
given to himself at Salamanca prevented 
him from being at the mercy of others' 
opinions. The arrival of Roderigo Cora
zon was therefore a new threat to Viedma,



one which caused him hours of worry.

Opportunity for a battle between them arrived far sooner than Vledma 
could have reasonably expected. The event was In Itself quite trivial, 
and yet revealed more of the state of affairs than larger and more ob
vious acts would have. Vledma found Corazon In a small knot of Instruc
tors, smiling In anticipation of a witticism which he was preparing to 
make. Vledma gloated at the prospect of this, for It was always easy 
for him to toss aside as Insignificant anyone who lowered himself In 
displaying humor. Although there were many occasions upon which Vledma 
would have given much for the opportunity to make an appropriate joke, 
he stifled this demeaning urge and remained silent. He would limit him
self Instead to making cryptic half-statements about the more abstruse 
facets of the Institution's Intellectual life, which revealed nothing 
more than a sardonic superiority.

But as Corazon continued with his story—some minor and ironic in
cident which had occurred to him—Vledma noticed with some lack of ease 
that the supple turns of Corazon's invention gave far more evidence of 
acuity than Vledma's elitlstic pronouncements. Worse yet, Vledma could 
see that it would soon become evident even to those not so acutely aware 
that this was so. Only the very dull would be unable to appreciate the 
cleverness of Corazon—and those were people that Vledma wished no part 
of. Attempting to make the best of the situation, Vledma behaved in 
his most grave of manners, hoping that someone would timorously take 
this as a sign that any worthy scholar would never think of engaging 
In such diversions.

Corazon, however, did the worst thing possible; rather than resis
ting Vledma s intrusion, he welcomed it instead and very politely pre
pared the teachers to listen to some doubtless important statement which 
Vledma seemed to be wishing to make. Vledma, of course, did not; the 
gesture that he had made was meant to be taken as nothing more than a 
condescending aside, not as a serious attempt to enter the conversation. 
And yet Corazon, by his abominable courtesy, had made it appear that 
such was Indeed the case: Vledma found himself scrabbling about the 
crevices of his mind to find something appropriately weighty to say.
After much hesitation and slippings of the tongue—something that he 
was to fiercely castigate himself for later—Vledma found himself di
vulging some trite platitude in a grotesquely stentorian manner.

But the matter did not end there, for Corazon picked up the state
ment with evident goodwill and labored to make it say something new and 
momentous, all the time inquiring of Vledma if that were what he had 
actually meant, Vledma damned his Infurlation as he found himself 
thrown into more and more senseless paradoxes by the queries of Corazon, 
who at each turn tried;to make them into reasonable conjectures. Vledma 
stared in deprecation at the scraggly beard that grew on Corazon's face, 
hoping that he would make his inadvertent adversary appear ridiculous 
to the others, but realized that he was accomplishing nothing. After 
twenty minutes of this painful and humiliating confrontation, Vledma 
went deep into the sanctuary to hide himself from the others.



Though it is uncertain what the next contest between the two men was, 
most probably it was the incident of the student Alfonso Trevisan. Tre- 
visan was a particularly intelligent and eloquent man who had been for 
several years perhaps the most outstanding follower of Viedma. Viedma 
saw in him the chance to continue his influence at Salamanca long after 
his death, for it was almost certain that this student would eventually 
assume a position of great Influence there. Trevisan had thus found 
himself being slowly remade in the image of the powerful Master of Theol- 
osy» si^d did nothing to halt the process until the advent of Gorazon. 
Corazon quickly found out the core of insecurity which lay within this 
egotistical and impressionable young student and worked in subtle ways 
to relieve it, seeing along with Viedma the future of much of the insti
tution in Trevisan's hands. Corazon's ministrations had clear effect, 
for although Trevisan continued to consult often with Viedma, he was 
far more likely now to disagree with him. Viedma realized that this 
was far worse than any possible conversion of Trevisan to the party of 
Corazon, for converts are just as easily apostates, while independent 
men will calmly return the chains provided them for their release.

The climactic incident resulted from the second lecture given by 
Corazon, although it has been claimed that it was actually the first 
that triggered the final outcome of the scholars' feud. It is most 
likely that Viedma remained within his cell during the time of the first 
lecture, too unnerved by recent events to challenge Corazon in so di
rect a situation. At any rate, Corazon was to deliver a lecture on grace 
and free-will, a question which would be certain to place him on a nar
row path between heresy and incomprehensibility. Viedma waited for the 
lecture with a sort of greedy delight, knowing what points the parvenu 
would be most likely to founder on.

Corazon delivered the lecture on a day more insufferable than the 
one on which he had arrived. His rough but not unpleasant voice echoed 
faintly as he spoke. Viedma felt the room dissolve into a miasma of 
acrid fear as the repetitious voice of the shadow spoke impassionedly 
and with lucidity on the most recalcitrant of paradoxes. With his 
weak eyes shining beneath their accustomed film of water, Corazon 
deftly resolved each problem in a way at once rigorous and transparent.

twitching with resentful fear, Viedma afterwards unleashed a 
gnatlike swarm of subtleties upon Corazon. Viedma clenched his teeth 
together in outrage as the man he had previously discredited on ac
count of his ridiculous stoop and fondness for humor proved himself a 
master of argumentation. For a brief instant thankful that no student 
or instructors had long been within hearing distance, Viedma departed 
to his cell to realign his thoughts. For many days afterwards, the 
faint smell of overheated wood and brick would cause Viedma a dull panic, 
for Corazon methodically took each one of the arguments and unraveled a 
basic flaw concealed within each.

Viedma slowly collected himself by running his handsomely tapered 
fingers across his forehead, occasionally letting them ruffle his iron— 
gray hair as he did so. His calm restored, he permitted himself a de
tached smile. There were a few others at the university who were his 
superiors in intellect, such as Reyles, the superannuated professor of



logic, and yet they had never posed a palpable threat to Viedma's leader
ship. For Vledma knew exactly what qualities tended to give the appear
ance, If not the substance, of Intellectual superiority, and he culti
vated them to a high degree. His language of argument was also a language 
of subtle Insult, which entangled his opponents and captured the respect 
of his listeners. It did not matter that the reasoning was sound or not, 
but that he at all times exude condescension and self-confidence. Satis
fied that he could belabor Corazon the next day, he fell asleep almost 
Immediately. He briefly dreamt of the Impending confrontation several 
times, but could remember nothing of what occurred In the dreams either 
time.

The next day, Vledma strode Imperiously over to a cluster of stu
dents about Corazon, all of whom seemed to be Intent on listening to 
Corazon's explication of the logical consequences of the lecture. Vledma 
Inserted himself directly In front of his adversary, and assumed a lofty 
air. Immediately after Corazon ended his discourse Vledma began his 
assault, pausing only to convey that he considered nothing In what Cora
zon said Important enough to merit concern. By a series of equivoca
tions, he bent Corazon's lecture Into a string of heretical and, even 
worse, nonsensical, positions. Every attempt at reply made by Corazon 
was rebuffed by a group of objections which were far enough distant from 
the subject matter to encumber Corazon, but close enough to the argu
ment to require some response. Vledma could feel the sentiment of the 
students turning towards him as he phrased his arguments to tacitly Im
ply that Corazon was willfully refusing to understand him. This gave 
Vledma the confidence that he lacked so miserably before, for he knew 
that few of those listening to what either of them said could follow 
It closely, much less offer criticism. The students had really nothing 
to go on In making a judgment save their oxm prejudices, and Vledma 
was a master at manipulating them: this was how he made the elaborate 
arguments of Reyles look like ravings.

But his comfort was only momentary. Corazon seemed to be oblivious 
to any detractions of his Intellect and character, dealing stubbornly 
only with the argument at hand. Vledma realized with fear and disgust 
that Corazon's passion for the truth was what had given his lecture Its 
peculiar Intensity, not personal pride. He overturned each objection 
with a detached ferocity which Vledma could only counteract by straining 
to the end of his eristic tether. As he left the square, Vledma re
flected with despair that although he had won over the audience of 
today. It was only Inevitable that the better students and Instructors 
align themselves with Corazon. The Indistinct sounds of a conversation 
that was being carried on In the distance gave him a sensation of In— 
substantiality and Isolation.

As he opened the door to his cell that night, his fingers momentar
ily sought reassurance In the wood's texture. He sat gazing at the wall 
as the sky darkened, asking himself repeatedly what weapon could be used 
to maintain his position of authority against the Incursions of Cora
zon. But even as he did this, he was visited by a new fear: the fear 
that he knew and was attempting to avoid the solution, so revolting was 
it. For he realized that the only way in which he could prevent Corazon



from taking his position as leader was to quite literally control his 
mind. Common men could have their minds controlled by money; the more 
refined, like Reyles, could be manipulated by Viedma through their 
pride. But Corazon seemed to have no such handles on his personality, 
and so control of him would have to be executed through more direct 
means. Viedma spent a great deal of time with his mind a near blank, 
in order to avoid this thought, and indeed to even avoid avoidance, but 
the thought, luminous and disastrous, would not leave. Viedma's body 
snapped forward in panic as the answer came to him. Rising quickly, he 
stood with his hands clutching his hair and his leonine face distorted 
in a pleading whimper. His eyes averted themselves from any fixed point 
in the room, and he became aware of how labored his breathing had be
come. His mind reeled with dozens of shattered thoughts; perhaps this 
is why he opened his leather trunk with too rapid a motion of his hands. 
From the trunk he extracted an ancient mirror with an ornate brass 
frame, and placed it directly before him on the desk. Seating himself 
so that his face was directly reflected in it, he repressed a nausea 
of the body, and prayed to the image.

In many ways, the worst part of his atrocious worship was that he 
had to keep his eyes directed at all times to his reflection, waiting 
for the least sign of abnormal behavior from it. He felt contempt for 
himself as he saw his lips repeatedly withdraw and recontract over his 
mouth, his tongue gesticulating in saliva. He saw in his prayer both 
the greedy dependence of the child and the insincerity of the adult.
At several times he intensely desired to scream at himself just as he 
often desired to scream at people who appeared to be deliberately in
sensible to their refutation in debate. But every time he considered 
stopping his ritual, he remembered the threat of Corazon, and how de
pendent he was on the impression he made on others. It was to his 
image that his homage was due.

After having exhausted his voice several times over on the re
flection, Viedma perceived a change in its quality. The image remain
ed faithful to his face in every line and texture, but seemed to be 
subtly perverting it at the same time. A certain feature of his 
physiognomy would be seized upon and emphasized in such a way as to 
distort his character. The lines around'his eyebrows suddenly reveal
ed insensitivity, his lower lip curled with sensuality, and his eyes 
danced with malice. Repulsed by these distortions, Viedma wanted to 
smash the mirror, but then realized that the image was testing him in 
this vicious way to see~or else to prove—that his image had more 
Importance for him than did the self it represented. The last trial 
took the form of the image disappearing from the mirror and then 
abruptly reappearing, with Viedma's face as a thin membrane enclosing 
a sac of corrupt matter. It was not, in fact, a face, but a parasitic 
mask which mocked the life it sucked. Viedma saw his eyes stare back 
at him in desperation, as they leisurely dissolved into an idiotic 
leer. Viedma continued to adore the drooling apparition. Apparently 
satisfied, the image left and the mirror ceased to reflect any object.

The blankness ruptured and Viedma saw the universe of images, now 
freed of their normal restraints, swim towards him with unnerving speed



and force. They took on their full strength within the mirror, with 
every detail shinmering in unwonted intensity. But this flood of color 
and shape was not awesome: it was degradingly trivial. Viedma felt 
his soul bulge with this glut of cheap sweets, and fought to push this 
hollow miracle aside. Immediately he found before him the living image 
which he sought, the dream-world of Corazon’s dormant mind. Now ^is 
rival was defenseless, and Viedma was free to subjugate it after his 
own taste. Inhaling sharply, Viedma prepared to project his image 
within the dream. As he was about to do this, a fierce resistance over
came him from every side, a quite physical resistance. Viedma realized 
the squalor of his act, and felt that he was breaching that which should 
never be disturbed. For one moment Viedma was frozen with indecision.
He then threw his projection into the dream with forced insensibility.
As he entered within the dream, he sensed that some part of him was 
unaccountably truncated, but pushed this feeling aside.

What tormented him initially was an absence of equilibrium. He 
then realized that his orientation was entirely his own choice, and 
righted himself visually. But Viedma's mind was unable to tolerate 
this new environment, governed as it was by the peculiar illogic of 
dreams. He felt unspeakable anguish at the breathless transformations 
of his incontrovertibly plural landscape. The space surrounding him 
shimmered with mirage, so that his slightest movement would cause a 
new setting to spring forth. Worlds swam by with ghastly insouciance: 
^^®Hma experienced without interruption the shadow cast by a rock at 
evening, the sound of a half—opened door, the textures of some tene
brous and musical entity, and light from no direction breaking on a 
subtle and meaningless monument. Attempting to avoid the casual 
treachery of Corazon's dormant Intellect, Viedma willed the shifting 
to cease. But rather than gaining respite from the ambiguity he was 
suffocating in, he compounded it: Viedma screamed as he saw, simul
taneously and without contradiction. Death playing the cathedral organ 
and the head of Corazon singing in a matrix of crystal.

Viedma was saved from desperation by the realization that he had 
not poured his full energies into the projection he had made into the 
mirror. He Introspected and discovered a reservoir of unused force 
which seemed to demand release. He found to his distraction that there 
was no longer any resistance to his entry of the dream of Corazon: he 
now flowed like a sordid liquid into the mind of his rival. Contrac
ting his new strength into one effort, Viedma summoned all the dream- 
fragments to him, and found himself able to draw but unable to command 
them. Nothing more than an uncertain shape composed of many warring 
Images, he could have no significant effect on Corazon's vulnerable 
spirit. Again Viedma employed his unspent strength, but the new en
ergy came with great reluctance. He realized that he had nearly 
drained himself. Viedma gathered the dream—fragments more firmly, 
now become a massy and ambiguous apparition. From the depths of sleep, 
he shouted to Corazon for reverence, but produced only noise. Viedma 
tried again, and the sound's quality was that of a terrible and em
bryonic voice, too elemental to acquire articulation. With stark de
termination, Viedma siphoned the core of his powers and placed it into 
his projection. He felt with a start of recognition the same absence



of equilibrium which had plagued him at the beginning. But previously 
he could control his orientation; now, his orientation was fixed, but 
the entire horizon wavered giddily. With dread and loathing, Viedma 
realized that he had placed himself entirely within the dream of Cor- 
azon, a dream from which Corazon was now awakening.

If it is permissible to deal in contradiction as freely in the 
recording of life as it is in the life which is recorded, Salamanca 
was unusually blessed in the midst of its misfortune. Shattered as the 
university was by the unexpected and premature death of Don Aquilio de 
Viedma, it would not suffer from lack of intellectual leadership. The 
new lecturer at the institution, Roderigo Corazon, was the evident 
choice for successor. His intellectual virtues were already acknowl
edged, but a hitherto unsuspected change in his manner made his selec
tion inevitable. The formerly quiet and otherworldly instructor had 
acquired a magnificent force of personality which apparently had never 
exhibited itself during the lifetime of the honored Viedma.



I
As bedded ™man \rill be delivered 
of a child, strugf];ling life,
I T/ith blooded thighs, cruslfd teeth, 
have borne this unholy thing 
this silent ''aitiug snectre 
cold \fet nitli lit'S 
and furred breatli.

And it pulls 
and it groT^s

II
Is it not prayer? '
Is it not thoughts of street 
of clear and cold 
that I seek?

but I strike too hard
I v;eary to breathe
and the free motion is too fleet.
Perhaps it is beautiful 
perhaps also songs 
even smooth hands.
I do not knoT^.

Ill
iFaen this is an endeavor 
these days and nigi.>ts and T^eeks 
to be Aurora's lover 
to be the x/ife of Cod 
without that intercourse
of common things.
the body,
not the seraph’s x^ings, 
expectation of reality, 
and not the tragic man 
nor the darkened glass 
and the etlier sleep 
of i edievil candle mass—
Th.en xdiat are we
but men x.mo speak in smirks
and shoulders slightly stooned?

Amorphous entities irho grov; 
like raushroons in the grass



IV
For so long did I T^ait 
and have I vaited 
not patiently

Till I thought the clajrs 
TTOuld not admit 
again to ne

Not adrait again 
that I might 
so continue
As I have continued 
in the past 
fast asleep 
in a certain sleep

I am no longer
fighting the chains of day
or despair in another sun
another noon over the mountain,
lio longer able
to take any sort of cro\m.
or embrace any feet
t/ith tears and hair



Impression/isn

Little shadoTTs fall
color/light interplay
no extant reality
right side rules purpose
left side rules madness
old half-conceptions
removed by
uninterrupted time
infinite space
color/light interplay
emotion
no explosion
fuses history
and contemporality
Leaves only a dim failing shadoxr

5€xm bLobxucp
poecns

II. Expression/ism

backxrard viexT on possessing;
from vrhere all form
is gone beyond feeling eiq^ressed
beyond feeling
beyond expressing
where all form is gone
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I remember when I i/as a kid,
I must have played army for four years, and 
had this gun it would make noise, 
some kind of automatic powered gun; 
the red recoilling tip moved in and out.
I was the lieutenant taking the hill.
An older friend told me stories of 
the next neighborhood, 
the kids there had BB guns; 
that was what we all xvanted,
BB guns, you know?
In the field down by the road
the ground sloped down and a few
trees not much cover I was running
the shot BBs at us
I heard them go by
for an instant one of them
was in my chest it was
for real I could have died.

II.
There were times in back yards, 
or on the swings,
I would be playing
baseball, football, something,
then one of those monarch butterflies
those beautiful bastards would fly
over the goddamn wall
over chain link fences.
I would chase them 
through acorns and asparagus 
I grab the milkweed for them 
and would grab then 
clutch them in like that 
you would crush them 
you wouldn’t care.
Then later you would devise ways to catch 
them, experiment with bees caught in 
glass jars.
Then butterflies would fly by
you wouldn’t chase them then, you knov;.



just watch ’em, have ’eta for a while, the beauty; 
they would not be caught,
but if not chased would hang around the yard.
Then they would fly off, in the green sunlight.

III.
When I vms in France I used to go riding 
with my father. I would ride english, 
up and down the whole bit, 
and the jumps, you know.
One time we went out,
I was riding a horse named Aconsciel, 
really spirited horse, a few ribbons, 
and my dad, riding some damn show horse.
It was the day after Christmas,
there was a little snow on the ground,
we went out, rode up the hills and
down; the woods. I was a lion tamer on that horse.
We were out pretty far,
then it vjas tine to go back in,
so we turned back;
the horse picked up the pace
to get back to that warm place.
So I was pretty young and didn't know
I could not control and the next thing that I know
the thing takes off I can't stop it
and right in front of me
there's this four lane highway
So I go running across it and just barely
miss getting killed by about that much
and then back on a path in the woods,
Ify dad always told me, if the horse
runs away with you, turn him into the
woods, he won't run because he'll run into a tree.
Well I turned that damn thing into a big
oak tree and he would have hit it
I was ten feet away and he would
have killed himself at full speed into it
So I finally wrenched him away.
Then I talked to him loud in 
french and he stopped; my dad 
caught up with me scared as hell 
we went back in.
The next day I rode that horse in 
the little ring by myself, you know, 
went over the jumps.
The horse was out a week later, 
a very spirited horse, but dumb, 
the damn thing broke its leg 
and they had to shoot him.



IV.
Then the first time I got kissed 
or drunk or laid I was twelve 
a little french girl Marie Claire 
A bottle of wine I bought for a franc 
we were in the country in the fall 
we went to the haystacks I got sick 
I don't remember but she was nice, 
yeah it was nice,
and there has been alot since then.
There was a girl I loved
who fell for another guy
But she was the one I loved
she used to make me cry;
she got knocked up got help from friends;
she used to cry.
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Uatclilnf^
night above cold stone ,
alive
ii7aiting

. . . the stones hold deep secrets 
to themselves, and are bitten by 
cold, and hide X'jhat is underneath 
and
wind rises; restless, howling 
People there, 
whirled avjay to the sky, 
wrapped tortuously in branches
-- dead leaves---
tangles in thorns, 
tearing away in madness 

. . . vjiud, dancing wildly in 
furious spirals 
Awesome; they 
Shout, echoes of air on air 
fading, dying, then with rush returning.

night above cold stone
alive. Waiting in chill and pain,
but alive, and searching for a soul.
(may there be a better returning 
to this bitter, chilled world)
A moan of loss and aloneness 
bends the trees 
as the wind retreats 

. . . passes av7ay
Living leaves and fingers of thorn 
numbly tx<rlsted
shudder, sigh, faint, return to uneasy stillness
and sleep sadly, warily
under the living sky so desperately
waiting
It is freezing,
dying on itself in misery
and searching among the dead
leaves
even as did the blast

but voiceless the night is
and so alone,
until the Time VThen Wind
shall rise again
and take the earth by storm.



be 15 £>eA.& comc
"i;-, ; He la dead and gone, lady.

He In dead and gone;
At his head a grass-green turf 

At his heels a stone.

And will a'not come again?
And will a'not come again?

No, no, he is dead:
Go to thy death-bed;

He never will come again.

The royal power of Denmark is threatened in two directions; in
side and outside, Hamlet and Fortinbras. Madness and sanity also have 
two directions. Inside and Outside. Hamlet—Fortinbras; Polonius— 
Ophelia. Read Hamlet as a distinguishing of distinctions and their 
usefulness, also as a play on gestures and a definition of action. And 
if of action, also of the restriction of that action.

HAMLET; Denmark's a prison.
ROSENCRANTZ; Then is the world one.
HAMLET; A goodly one; in which there are many confines, 

wards, and dungeons, Denmark being one o'th'worst.
BOSENCBANTZ; We think not so, my lord.
HAIif^ET; Why, then, ' tis none to you; for there is nothing 

either good or bad, but thinking makes it so: to me it is a 
prison. ■

ROSENCPvANTZ; Why, then, your ambition makes it one; 'tis too 
narrow for your mind.

Hamlet is a mind in possession of a body. It would not be out
rageous to say that the most brilliant and powerful mind in Denmark's 
court is exemplified in Hamlet. It is this mind only that has the 
strength to color the life of the Danish court and give the play its 
consequent uncertainty.

Who is the old King Hamlet? The Graeco-Roman divinity described 
by the young prince? How much of the “objective" action of the larger 
play is produced in Hamlet's mind in the same way as the play within 
the play of the third act?

Call Hamlet a tragic figure par excellence --- too par excellence.



All for Hamlet Is in the best grand manner. His father is the abso
lute and perfect-in-every-way monarch, father, and husband. His uncle 
becomes a completely worthless creeping thing. Himself is the hero in 
sorrow overcoming evil. For Hamlet the senses and real objects (who 
knows what these may be) are run through the filter of his mind, which 
is too powerful for the unprotected sensation. The objective has lost 
all meaning, and perception is determined by aesthetics and propriety. 
There is something horrible about the completely subjective. No relief 
is possible, and no external possibility of help or change is present. 
The mind is its own limit and its own definition. Indeed a prison,
building itself out of subjectivized objective sensation --  building
Itself out of Denmark and the world.

It is in this way that Hamlet is the paradigm of playwrights; 
Creating perfectly distinct sensations, manufacturing a consistent but 
internal reality. Yet while playwrights treat thoughts as concrete, 
the pre-exile Hamlet treats the concrete as thought. People living 
their one and only lives become characters in the tragedy of Hamlet, 
the Dark Prince.

Melancholy is such a pretentious emotion.
The Prince succeeds very well at writing plays, but more or less 

falls at that vague business that most people call living (life as 
action in the world). In his own play, Hamlet is the Royal Avenger and 
Saving Prince; in the outside world, he is prince of the people. It is 
in the latter role that he is an obvious failure.

. . . but you must fear.
His greatness weigh'd, his will is not his own;
For he himself is subject to his birth;
He may not, as unvalued persons do.
Carve for himself; for on his choice depends 
the safety and healthe of this whole state;
And therefore must his choice be circumscribed 
unto the voice and yielding of that body,
Whereof he is the head.

(Act I, Scene 3)
... The cease of majesty 

Dies not alone; but, like a gulf, doth draw 
What's near it with it; 'tis a massy wheel, 
fixt on the summit of the highest mount.
To whose huge spokes ten thousand lesser things 
Are mortised and adjoin'd; which, when it falls.
Each small annexment, petty consequence.
Attends the boisterous ruin. Ne'er alone 
Did the king sigh, but with a general groan,

(Act III, Scene 3)
A prince cannot carve for himself. A monarch, a prince, a 

political leader; they are objective by nature. There are thousands 
of people outside the brain of the ruler clamoring to be heard as



themselves, and not as shadows of emotions and Incidental parts to the 
fantasy of a subjective man. Hamlet cannot be a Prince and a Playwright. 
He Is a Playwright.

It Is a tragedy founded In shadows. The shadow ghost cannot endure 
the daylight and comes to sentinels In the time when most men sleep. 
Several men see the ghost but from the appearance they Infer the sickness 
of Denmark. The Queen does not see or hear the Ghost. Only Hamlet hears 
the ghost. It seems that this apparition reveals Its Intentions, plans, 
and desires only to the mind of Hamlet. It Is from this source chat 
the Impetus comes which drives Hamlet from enclosed brooding to active 
manipulation of situations and to playing at living.

The king Is dressed as he was on the day that Hamlet was born. On 
that day Denmark killed Norway, and all the trouble began. After the 
death of old Fortlnbras at the hands of the elder Hamlet, things did 
not go well In Norway. In fact, they went Just as things went In Den
mark after the death of Hamlet's father. The uncle on the throne -— 
the true heir acting the wa3rward prince. I should like to say that 
these parallels are more than a happy coincidental slip of Shakespeare's 

They lend themselves to having something made of them, and I 
Intend to do just that.

’Fortlnbras" means "strong arm". The young Fortlnbras Is a man 
who uses his arm In accordance with his name. Action. Fortlnbras 
heartily fights Polish enemies (who are also. Incidentally, the enemies 
of Denmark). He pours his men Into a few tiny, worthless acres for 
honor. It Is of him that Hamlet spoke when he talked of men going to 
their graves as If they were beds. His life and the life of Hamlet 
miss each other. As Fortlnbras exits, Hamlet enters. As Hamlet dies, 
Fortlnbras arrives. Hamlet Is the one who has conscience.

For In that sleep of death what dreams may come.
When we have shuffled off this mortal coll.
Must give us pause; there's the respect 
That makes calamity of so long life;
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time.
The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely.
The pangs of despised love, the law's delay.
The Insolence of office, and the spurns 
That patient merit of the unworthy takes.
When he himself might his quietus make 
With a bare bodkin? who would fardels bear, 
to griint and sweat under a weary life.
But that the dread of something after death,——
The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn 
No traveller returns,—puzzles the will.
And makes us rather bear those Ills we have 
Than fly to others that we know not of?
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all;
And thus the native hue of resolution 
Is slcklled o'er with the pale cast of thought;
And enterprises of great pith and moment.



with this regard, their currents turn awry,
' And lose the name of action.

(Act III, Scene 1)
The pale cast of thought colors the mind and makes man unable to 

give himself to death and to honor, Hamlet does not act as a Prince 
or a hero; nor does he act even as an ordinary man. What he accuses 
himself of is cowardice, which is defined as an effect of conscience 
and thought.

Hamlet thinks but does not act. There is no move to kill himself. 
He does not strike the King at prayers. His one real act before the 
sxile is the stabbing of Polonius, and that was done through a screen. 
Hamlet was willing to kill the King he thought to be behind the arras 
when the motion of his own sword was all that he had to consider. The 
prospective corpse was not a man doing human-type things, like praying; 
he was an unseen receiver of action.

Fortinbras acts but does not think, does not allow his conscience 
to destroy action nor his thought to replace living. Young Fortinbras 
of unimproved mettle, hot and full.

... What is a man.
If his chief good and market of his time 
Be but to sleep and feed? a beast, no more.
Sure, he that made us with such large discourse.
Looking before and after, gave us not 
That capability and godlike reason 
To fust in us unused. Now, whether it 
be Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple 
of thinking too precisely on the event,—
A thought which, quarter'd, hath but one part wisdom 
And ever three parts coward,—I do not know 
Why yet I live to say 'This thing's to do;'
Slth I have cause, and will, and strength, and means 
To do't.

(Act IV, Scene 4)
Man without thought is a beast. Man without action is Hamlet.

I say that it is not for nothing that these parallels exist. I 
say that Hamlet and Fortinbras represent different aspects of the same 
thing. Action in Fortinbras stlffled by a senile and inactive usurper 
of Norway s throne. Thought and conscience (perhaps fantasy?) in Hamlet 
prevented by a king who interrupts his play with an order of exile, a 
king who cannot pray.
"Words without thoughts never to heaven go."

The ghost and harbinger of the evil in Denmark dates itself to 
the time of Denmark's seizing the lands of Norway. At this time Hamlet
was born --  a baby who would grow finally into full-blown insanity.
^o^^tinbras could not retake the land and restore some sort of deslreable



order. Denmark had to overthrow Itself. Upon its purging the strong 
arm once again possessed its lands.

So Hamlet is in the center of one rotten spot in Denmark and 
represents an atrophied and decayed office of ruler, an office which 
Hamlet denies himself through subjectivity. This should not be 
construed as an attempt to formulate the world as approachable non
sub jectively. That is impossible if one remains an individual. It 
is granted that whatever is perceived by a man is grasped in as much 
as it can be placed in a definable relationship to that man. There
fore, perception is inherently subjective, and action based on 
perception is based in subjectivity. What I do mean to say is that 
for a man who lives in the world, perception gives indication of objects 
as causes. For the madman, perception is operated on by the mind and 
is an effect and receiver of action from the cause of the mind. It 
is in this sense that objectivity is not present to Hamlet.

Not only is this generally considered unsuitable for a prince, 
but also for man as a run-of-the-mill individual. Consider Ophelia, 
who presents herself aside from Hamlet's madness as a threat to his 
princeliness—Hamlet must carve for the nation, not for himself by 
possessing Ophelia. The mad Hamlet is even further estranged from his 
kingdom than that and may reject being affected by outside objects 
even of the level of personal passion of love. Ophelia cannot be 
allowed to be the object of love, because this would entail recog- 
nltlon of a force, power, object, or whatever outside Hamlet's control. 
By denying the externality of Ophelia, Hamlet may indeed have comforted 
and secured himself, but he also produces an effect that manifests

external world he rejects. It is not in Hamlet's mind
Ophelia exist. It grows more and more difficult to live as sole determiner of reality.

What happens when the stage on which Hamlet is acting and
radically limited or destroyed by one of the puppets? 

n^i-1 mouse for whom the mouse trap was designed builds a clever
little Hamlet trap? I suggest that difficulties arise which lead either 
to complete insanity (where even the basis of perception is man
ufactured by the mind) or to some recognition of objects as objects 
and people as persons. ujcuuo

The king sent Hamlet to England.

Was't Hamlet wrong'd Laertes? Never Hamlet:
If Hamlet from himself be ta'en away.
And when he's not himself does wrong Laertes, 
Then Hamlet does it not, Hamlet denies it.

(Act V, Scene 2)

murderer of Polonlus. This^ ^ 8’^ave for love of Ophelia, denied
was dead before he came back to Denmark. Fighting with the pirates ---
it is a picture of dying fighting, leaping forward, and finding
yourself alone, accompanied by nothing you have known before. Having



faced this once as the one thing that annihilates insanity, Hamlet 
need not be constrained longer by the fear of conscience and the pale 
cast of thought. The death of insanity, where the gesture does not
hesitate over fear --  where the thought is not a wall between intention
and fulfillment. Before, thoughts were the sole realm of individual 
control. '

Our wills and fates do so contrary run.
That our devices still are overthrown;
Our thoughts are ours, their ends none of our own . . .

. (Act III, Scene 2)

But now the strong arm has its place as instrument in the world of 
kingdoms and ruling, ordering lives in the daylight and weekdays. 
Out from shadows.

Denmark overthrows.itself, and Fortinbras returns as its king, 
honoring the dead prince, who is nevertheless dead.



SitniLei xJhe Lasx 
Of Che exiichcnocbeps

Yes, a very natural evening. Another snail gathering, for just a few 
friends, up in her roon, after a fairly good seminar, something on Aris
totle. It slowly filled up - people coning from four dorms, upper and 
lower campus, the coffee shop (filled with tension and cigarettes), 
switchboard, mailboxes. No school tomorrow, so cone on, people, friends, 
let’s listen to Helter Skelter and smoke some dope.

Eric was tripping on a fourth of a four-way tab and was just beginning 
to come on, so no one bitched, just smiled at him and let him be to fill 
his ears and eyes. It vjasn't organic and no one thought to complain a- 
bout the chemicals he was pouring into himself, wine on dope on acid.
How does it feel, Eric? All right. Nod. The music continues, but now 
an inward question (watching him from a corner) - how does it feel to 
be not yourself, to have temporarily given your mind and therefore your 
body to someone else and WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

Slightly wondering about it still but he seems okay and it's overcome 
by the music, Judy Collins and oh-so-earthy Joni Mitchell and boogeying 
to John Mayall. Hey, Mir, you roll, you’re good. Okay, okay. The air 
is filling V7ith smoke, but I breathe it without a thought, barely a 
cough. Dave and his lady are here and Dave is obviously picking up on 
Bev, and she on him. Why the hell does he do this, hurt her and all of 
us who are avjare, by watching a young man torn? David, this isn’t you, 
is it, to be so opening cruel? Or have you been hiding your true na
ture? Oh David, we're being hard-pressed to keep loving you, but be
cause we’re young and hip and rather stoned we'll accept your behavior 
(with only a few quietly wrung hands).

More and more dope. It really hurts sometimes, still, to take a big hit, 
and I can hear my lungs screaming at me. Stop, stop, xjhy are you harming 
us to put this foreign body into yourself, this outside influence, just 
for a small thrill? Another hit and the buzz starts and my lungs fade 
away. Notj I can watch calmly.
(Iliad II, 459-468)
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Light through cloud uott ooured from the spent sun
heceiver I to the c’.ilding of your touch
I x’uo next will he the very light
Poured down cloud for the receiving eye
Great either way, sight, cloud and sun
You into me I'ith the sarae srend7.ng touch
As I then into you xvith child by my light.



PAIIBOTJ

Tlie yiassinj^ caught and held — nercinio"
An evening once in \iiite~doiaed exico.

The sun, long set behind volcanic peaks.
Had flecked the clearing vault x’itl^ salnon flakes.

TliC sunset -’as enough, a sky full;
Uut T’hat \7e sat: nassed that brighter than all,

A double rainbotr, far un, out-flaned the cloud. 
TiTenty-five years together, and ’tre stood

Half in doubt — for earth’s love, sunk so lov.
To arch, almost from the zenith, an ultimate bow.

I thought you are such among women, you alone, 
CroxTninp the moment, unbelieved, as knovm.



Why, why and say 
speak something, 
a play of shadow 
I did not imagine.

It is too late for the fields 
the upland meadows
and a fev7 flowers inviting to laughter.
these are forgotten things
hung up like an old jaclcet
with some coins and papers
folded in the pocket
not worn again.
I put them away
And if there is anything done in daylight 
it is effort of mind 
my brain knox7ing the behind 
and the after of action.
ITliat I ask
is that there be intrusion 
and conclusion of silence.
A motion
to break the smooth curve 
of acknov/ledged existence 
self-defined position 
and to reintroduce me 
to the world 
as a cause of novelty 
or a reason for living.



Pouring drinks
for love of company
I'Jlrien we have shared the time
between this hour and that,
what determines help
or hope of daylight.
Having rubbed so close together, 
our shadoi/s merge.
One shroud and heartbeat, one thought 
I do know you in this 
Whether or not we love 
I v7ould not die with myself.
Having you only 
I x-jould not die with you 
Whether or not.



Late at night 
And the moth light 
makes my book read 
Wlien she has come 
running here from 
the terrors of that room 
I lie to her 
saying, "No,
I'm not afraid," 
and send her back to the dark 
and sit and mark the time 
until morning.
Late at night 
i#hen the moth light 
makes my book read 
I remember the truth 
which she knows 
and I had forgotten 
for safety 
late that night.

'*1
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The unconvinced monotone of a wind 
indicated the resumption of a snowstorm 
which had become merely one tedious fact 
among others. Thompson looked up from his 
papers momentarily and shivered at the 
sound, more out of habit than discomfort. 
His eyes searched the length of his room 
without seeing, as if vaguely hoping for 
some change to have taken place at the 
wind's command. He then returned with a 
drained will to the paperwork before him, 
his pen striving to suture the great lace
rations of blankness the sheets suffered 
from. The sensation of his hair brushing 
against his desk lamp provided him with 
.the fitful distraction from his task that 
he had half-wished for. After needlessly 
checking some detail on one of the larger 
sheets, he went to prepare another cup 
of coffee. He glanced at his mirror image 
as he stood up, in the hope of finding 
that his nocturnal exertions had left 
some visible imprint on his face. Satis
fied that the circles underneath his eyes 
were deepening and his cheeks hollowing, 
he turned to his desk, but a knock at the 
door detained him.

Because it was well into the morning 
hours, Thompson felt a sense of apprehen
sion as he opened the door; he registered 
some mild surprise to discover Corwin 
outside. Corwin and Thompson were not 
friends, and in fact did not know each 
other well enough to be enemies. They 
were instead "acquaintances," although 
Thompson knew nothing of Corwin. Thompson 
was glad of Corwin's coming for the excuse 
it gave him to break off working.

Corwin threw himself into the small 
chair opposite the desk. It was not until 
this time that Thompson noticed that he 
was covered with snowflakes. Thompson 
said something about the storm to Corwin, 
who said nothing, but simply gazed at him 
in a lidless, almost reptilian manner. 
Thompson inquired whether he cared for 
any of the coffee that he was now pre
paring. Corwin said nothing in reply, but 
panted gently through narrowly opened 
lips. Thompson asked the same question 
again, disturbing himself by placing in



the second speech an unconvincing tone of lightheartedness. Corwin re
mained inarticulate, but groaned in assent to Thompson's proposal, now 
regarding him with moving pupils but fixed eyelids. Thompson's fear and 
disgust were aroused by this behavior, but he said nothing, partly from 
timidity and partly from convention. He said words to the effect that the 
coffee had no merits beyond that of keeping people awake, this time not 
laughing, but twitching the corners of his mouth in a pitiful Imitation 
of a sardonic grin. The stare of Corwin appeared to soften, and he moved 
his lips and tongue with slowness and deliberation, soundlessly. More 
than a little unnerved by this continued silence, Thompson groped for 
phases of casual conversation but found none, for days of paperwork at all 
hours had drained him of the desire to pretend solicitude. Unthinkingly, 
he complained about the amount of work he had been given, and realized 
that he had spoken loudly enough for Corwin to hear him. Corwin s eyelids 
lowered for the first time, and then returned to their previous position: 
it occured to Thompson that Corwin's eyes must have been unbearably dry. 
Thompson assumed that his visitor was suffering from mental exhaustion, 
but the stare of Corwin was not one of mental but of psychological 
confusion.

Thompson found it unbearable to have a situation which should have 
been some respite from his duties to be something even less attractive.
He abruptly began to speak of his recent problems again, telling an uncon
vinced inner critic that he might as well begin conversation on the one 
subject which had been successfully raised. "I'm sorry to bring any of 
my problems to you, for I'm sure you have enough of your oim, as I can 
see by your showing up over here—in fact, it's possible that you came 
here to discuss yours with me," Thompson said with hoarseness. He cleared 
his throat and repeated, "Yes, that must be so; you've come here to discuss 
your problems with me, haven't you?", and then realized the stupidity and 
inappropriateness of what he had said. On the pretext of clearing his 
throat a second time he searched for an idea on how to extricate himself 
from this predicament, but his mind remained an obstinate blank. He could 
see no trace of emotion on Corwin's features, b\it could find no assurance 
in this, for Corwin's glasses had put his eyes into an eclipse of glare.

There were few things that Thompson disliked more than speaking to 
people on a personal level, but there was a need that he felt for some 
sort of commiseration with his present difficulties, of v/hich the work had 
only been a part. His clumsiness in conversation now gave him the oppor
tunity to verbalize his troubles, although he knew that if he did so he 
would face weeks of fierce self-reproach. At any rate, he had to do some
thing by way of conversation. "Excuse me, but as you can see I'm dis- • ,
tracted, and so I can't really be expected to be very coherent. The 
coffee is, I think, ready for our consumption." The ridiculously formal 
tone of this last statement was aggravated by the fact that the coffee 
was in fact still not ready. Thompson quickly pulled out a new cup for 
Corwin as he lacerated himself for this most recent mistake. Corwin 
shifted position in the chair, but the motion came from his own weight's 
Impulse rather than any conscious effort on his part. His pupils briefly 
came into view, and Thompson thought that he could see ridicule in them: 
this was probably the workings of his own excitable imagination.



Thompson handed a cup to Corwin while sipping gently on his own cup 
of coffee, but his tongue was badly burned despite this precaution.
Corwin limply grasped the proffered receptacle as if only peripherally 
aware of what was happening. A sharp sigh came from him, and the features 
of his face seemed to move to some tentative expression, but his expres
sion soon went slack again. Thompson carried on the train of conversation. 
"I don't have the ability, it seens, to relax or be content. Nothing 
satisfies me, but instead everything that I even Imagine doing—much less 
undertake—gives me an almost physical sensation of exhaustion and suffo
cation." He had by now completely abandoned the role of a sardonic man 
who has everything in clear, if disagreeable, perspective: he was now 
showing his weak points. "I feel that the quality of my life has uni
formly deteriorated to watercolor gray most of the time, and I know that 
I shouldn't—or at least I think so." Thompson then swallowed a portion 
of his drink which was too large and too hot to be enjoyed. Corwin 
remained silent.

Inhaling briefly and deeply, Thompson licked the corners of his 
mouth, causing the scalded parts of his tongue to tingle. He proceeded: 
"Before, I've been able to shake this sort of depression, if you can call 
it that—yes, I guess that's the right word—but now, I can't. My 
existence seems to have become tenaciously vacuous." Thompson flinched 
visibly at this last statement, for he sensed that he was making himself 
into a fool and pedant simultaneously. He desperately wished at that 
moment that he knew more about how to communicate with others: some rules 
in that direction would have prevented the tangle that he had to deal with.

The melted snow on Corwin's head trickled lightly across his fore
head, and then ran down his cheeks, giving him the improbable appearance 
of a man weeping while remaining impassive. Thompson continued, increas
ingly fearful of Corwin's intense and static spiritual perplexity. "I 
try to ease my difficulties, if not solve them, by talking them out like 
I am now, but it doesn't really seem to do much good." (The "by talking" 
caught in his throat and squeaked.) "I know that other people suffer 
from depressions like this, but they seem to be better able to take them 
than I am—everyone else appears to be almost perfect to me in this 
respect." Thompson's left leg had been making a pumping motion to dis
sipate his nervousness at Corwin's dumb reception of this: then his right 
leg, then both. He drank the remainder of his coffee, even though he 
wanted no more of it, to give him an opportunity to regain his equilib- 
rliim. "Of course, I suppose that it's not morally sound to wish for the 
suffering of others, even if it is only for the purposes of having some
body to commiserate with." Another smile, this time a bit more self- 
assured, stood astraddle his face as he said this. "Don't think that 
this doesn't bother me, but it seems to be a part of my personality that 
I can't be rid of. Of course, you might accuse me of being willfully 
perverse, and say that the reason why my difficulties don't leave me is 
that I want them to remain, just in order to have something to complain 
about; someone might even claim this to be proof of my damnation," said 
Thompson, with a chuckle which was contrived and yet fairly sincere.

Thompson now looked at Corwin full-face, his visage free of every 
trace of uncertainty, magnetized by what Thompson had said, and which 
now wore an expression of unnatural fierceness and majesty. "Yes, you



are correct," said Corwin In a low tone of voice; at these words a vapor 
of unreasoning fear choked Thompson’s lungs and made his eyes fill with 
water. He found it impossible to either move or speak. Corwin continued, 
now in a lofty and sonorous tone: "Yes, you are correct; your discomfort 
was the sign of your damnation and your admittance to the discomfort the 
proof. You have secretly craved for pains, and now limitless ones will 
be yours. Your damnation is certain and irrevocable."

Thompson's fear could not be contained any longer, and he found him
self running blindly down the corridor, afraid to look back at his room, 
afraid even of the memory which he retained of the last moments. As he 
ran in the dark hallways his eyes scrabbled for the sign of a light 
coming from underneath a door: a light which would show where people 
still were, people which he might look at, talk to, even shout at, for 
now he comprehended how utterly alone he was. He could see only darkness, 
and wanted to scream until someone was aroused, but he strangled the urge; 
to do that would somehow be to put a final seal of authority on Corwin's 
pronouncement. Thompson halted in his course and turned around, still 
searching for some mark of human activity, but he saw nothing except the 
greenish light which streamed from his doorway. He had momentarily for
gotten why he should avert his eyes from that spot. Then the whole of 
the past conversation flew back to him, and he writhed at the memory of 
the inexplicable power and certitude of Corwin's malediction. Thompson 
tried once more the silence all thought, for the only thing which occupied 
his mind now was Corwin's statement. His mind was a blank for only an 
instant; then the floor treacherously began to buckle and contort. His 
nerve evaporated at this point, and a shout involuntarily formed in his 
mouth as he found himself plummeting down the length of the hallway.
Finding the doorway, he opened it with unnecessary violence, and an icy 
blast of wind played with his face. In a strange moment of lucidity, 
he mused that the wind would cause his unprotected limbs a great deal of 
discomfort. He thought of putting on his overcoat, but then realized who 
was still there and the terror that he represented.

Thompson dashed into the snow wildly, his only purpose that of doing 
something to distract him from any awareness of his situation. As he ran, 
a ludicrously commonsensical fragment of his mind repeated without convic
tion that his fear was solely the product of a susceptible imagination, 
and that he had a great deal of paperwork which had to be done. Even the 
thought of nights of boredom and enforced insomnia was something infinitely 
appealing to him: for at least it would be an escape from this apocalyp
tic world which he now Inhabited. Running with greater speed, he tried 
to force the sounds and sights of the snowstorm into his mind, opening 
his already fear-widened eyes more to impress the field of whiteness upon 
them. He found that he could not; his body filled with a new wave of 
fear, and his voice called out "No, no," hoarsely, as if repeating these 
syllables of negation would serve as a charm against his damnation.
Sliding on a patch of ice, he fell down with violence and the coffeecup 
which he still clutched shattered, cutting his hand badly. The sight of 
blood made Thompson move his eyes to the building where he had just come; 
it no longer possessed familiarity and seemed like an alien sentinel which 
might accidentally notice his panic while waiting for some nameless 
signal. On hand and knees he continued, for the bare fact of moving had



become his whole existence. He clambered up a steep pile of rocks and 
discovered himself on his feet again, and realized that he had been re
peating No, no, until this time without knovrlng it. A scream came from 
him again, for his movements seemed to have become unnaturally slow, and 
he waved his arms to ward away whatever force that clogged his joints.
The snowflakes were no longer cold, but now felt like burning needles 
insinuating themselves into the pores of his face. After numerous col
lisions with the trees around him, Thompson came into a clearing. The 
clearing was filled with a number of symmetrically placed pillars which 
he ran in between; but the pillars were all people that he had known in 
his life, who stood there in the clearing wrapped in white mantles. As 
he attempted to run through them, they offered him resistance by extending 
their arms into his path. Thompson found himself losing momentum; then, 
he was at a standstill and heard the voice of Corwin from the center of 
the group saying, "You have played the game very well this time." The 
rest of the figures remained silent but began to applaud, slowly and 
mechanically.
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here, night slip clouds—
the vrind's sl.ngle myth 
shapes all the feathery fronts 
ray own soft fingers would.

here, breeze feathers ray face fresh, 
hair billows slightly, 
strands slide, faintly traced 
as stars drat; back their breath.

here, if I and temp'ral clouds 
could but touch and tasts 
of whisp'ring mist and racing thought, 
curled fog breaking lovers’ draught—

Ahhh, sound of slip and brushing breath
I should ever seek—shy and drifting sigh
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redoing (its eggs) 
blackbird; on wash blue eggs, 
an innocent fluid x^rit. 
on mudbed, in tall lashes 
of green reed, nested.
St. Silence, listen; 
thanks,
thanks be to God.
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I
You are running through the streets in order to deliver a message. 

As you pass through the streets, there is an alraost impalpable attitude 
of disgust which you softly brush against. You wonder if the disgust 
xjhich you sense is your oiim, and discover that rather you are filled 
with an unexpected wholeness and serenity. Nevertheless, the feeling 
of disgust becomes more pronounced. The people about you are manipu
lated by some unclean horror, though for no reason you can discern, and 
you are distracted from their dread by a pleasant lightness to run; you 
know that your face exudes well-being. Finally the shudders and jokes 
of those around you cease//as the fear gains full control: their labo
rious pantonine abandoned, they run in panic.

Suddenly you realize that you are the terror. Yet as you run you 
can see no possible reason for this. Your limbs, rather than the abom
ination that they should be to cause fear, are almost flawless and fil
led with life and grace. The reflection of your face in a building's 
mirror reveals that your visage is not revolting, but godlike. It is 
hardly recognizable as yours, so great is its grox^ing power and beauty. 
You realize that your very exaltation has been the cause of the desper
ation, for your grovjth in splendor has made all others seem increasing
ly wretched and trivial. You have scarcely enough time to decently 
slash your elegant wrists vjith the mirror's fragments before the dv7arves 
which once were men come to hurl stones at you with their twisted limbs.

II
Or again;

Already as you are seated in your room, someone you do not know is 
taking your place and claiming it for his own. You desire to stop him, 
but cannot: there are too many places where he could be subverting your 
position for his own uses. At first he claims to be you and strives to 
imitate you: later, he grows in strength and confidence and proclaims 
that he is usurping your place. Nothing can be done to prevent him, 
for the others are so pleased with him that they are glad to see you 
made obsolete. You yourself cannot oppose him, for his majesty and 
splendor x^ould overwhelm you: if you saw him, you would burst into 
wailing at the very thought of harming one so divinely serene. Even 
now you are filled with tears of gratitude and humility that you of all 
peonle should have been chosen for obliteration by this awesome thing. 
And perhaps as a xjorshipper of your oxrm annihilation he will allox-; you 
to continue to exist; your place is nox; entirely his.

by Keith Leonard



Fog-loved earth, moon stabbed, 
lying old beneath the shafts 
of this sapphire light.
Thou art body
Thou art dust blood
Thou art chain-held to my soul.

Easter risen earth
bloomed as such spring on spring
plov7 scored, sword met
We c on surae you
this holy eucharist
We consume you
this holy Easter.
It is the grass of these fields 
(Thou art greater than Solomon) 
green grox-m from the earth 
resurrected to the sky.
In the flaked light 
of a thousand Christian candles 
we celebrate the body 
and the blood
and the golden chains of light.
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At 7 O'clock mornii'if^s 
Around in circles,
/an this inorninj 
In onposite directions 
Going.
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TJhat strikes me at the outset, and prompts the title, is that 

nothing exhibits more clearly than mathematics the complicity between 
man, God and Satan. That man should have knowledge so luminous, so 
absolute, would seem impossible if he did not share, under whatever doubt 
and qualification, in the divine. On the other hand, the arrogation 
of that knowledge, its over-reaching distortion and delimitation of 
mind and world, hints how far it reenacts the revolt of Lucifer.

Of course, mathematics in this is like every deployment of energy 
in the real world—like the poor attempt of this talk, v/hich risks as 
it alms to reveal. Yet in mathematics, more perhaps than in philosophy, 
poetry, even politics, the satanic fable stands stripped and hard—one 
of those anatomical nudes rising from the dead in the Judgement by 
Signorelli.

This may seem to those who have thought of mathematics not as 
the maddest, but as the sanest of our enterprises—so reasonable that, as 
Descartes says: "Uhether I am awake or dreaming it remains true that 
two and three makes five, and that a square has but four sides;” 
so practical in use that it appears xjhat locomotives and the stock 
market (not to mention the starry spheres) run on. But it is just the 
rift betx^reen our subtlest intuitions and the skeletal abstraction mathe
matics stamps within and without with formal verity which apprises us 
of the visionary character of our experience, the phantasmagoria of 
reality itself, most of all as seized on by the lunatic genius of syste
matized quantity. As Stevenson wrote in a beautiful, if somewhat 
romantic and nov7 neglected, essay (Pulvis et Umbra) ; ''Tliere seems 
no substance to the solid globe on which x/e stand—nothing but symbols 
and ratios."

To take the globe as so constituted has been from Pythagoras to 
Eddington the necessary drift of the mathematical mind, fulfilled 
since the diabolic role fulfills itself in action, in the act of mathe
matical science. Where so crippling an arrogation lies at the heart 
of an enterprise the image of Lucifer is fit—though for the Greeks xxe 
might better have invoked Prometheus. As light-bearers, both should make 
clear that the intention is not to condemn either mathematics or science. 
Though in the end the question must be asked, as xxith any Faustian 
thrust, xxithin vxhat context it may be fruitfully contained.

Surely, if I Imagine myself, a spark of spirit flung from the divine, 
burning in space "xxhen the morning stars sang together," and I ask,
"What am I supposed to hoxx exemplify the I All of my created godhead?"— 
I get no ansxxer, no clear distinction that xxlll save me from the temp-



tatlon of Lucifer. It is true, I can iraap.lne that some other timid 
or cautious spirits might crook the servile knee in tedious ortho
doxy and dim their in-light droning “'All is God." But I can hardly 
imagine God as being satisfied with that, or as not x;aiting im
patiently for the brightest of all to blaze the "God-ln-me," to 
overween and be thrown down, plucking creative history from the for
bidden tree.

As Wliitehead says: "Importance is the immanence of infinitude 
in the finite." Tliere is no secure road, even of obedience. We do 
not release the power of anything until vje elevate it beyond what 
is safe and right. To perfect paradigms and treat then as verities 
is a feature not only of mathematics, but of all our operations• Take 
the moral realm. Its dilemma is easily stated; vjhat is it but that 
moral judgments vjear the externality of the relative, but have the 
inner necessity of the absolute. So stated, the antithesis is the 
same as that which Einstein is often quoted as making between mathe
matics and nature; "As far as the propositions of mathematics refer 
to reality they are not certain, and insofar as they are certain they 
do not refer to reality."

In ordering its world, thought has no choice but (as xjith the 
old Aristotelian genus and species) simultaneously to merge likes 
into vjholes, and to distinguish vjholes into parts. Ue have seemed 
to melt all action into one Faustian venture; in what peculiar \/ay 
does mathematics exhibit the satanic compact?

Begin with what is almost too obvious to remark: that two 
limiting modes of discourse have evolved—though as alx/ays it may 
be hard to define and keep them apart—the poetic and the mathematical. 
These, with all other modes variously mingling those poles—religion, 
philosophy, history, the sciences, not to mention modes xjith other 
centers, as music and the arts—must spring from some common core 
of perceptive ordering and.representation, though they leave 
that watershed necessarily in the channels xjhlch private genius, 
with the whole evolution of thought and expression, has deepened 
for then. By uay of illustration, think of tiro contrasting cases: 
Wev;ton in mathematical science and Yeats in poetry.

Ue can see newton sitting in his orchard watching the fall of 
the apple, as his niece later reported to Voltaire. At that moment 
Xi7natever vision cones to him is at once poetic, philosophic, mathe
matical, scientific; it is a total vision—that the force xThlch 
accelerates the apple dox-jn is the same x-zhich holds the moon in its 
orbit, the same x-jhich draxxs the earth to the sun and x/hich gives 
order to the solar system and to the universe of stars. A poet 
from such an insight could have taken off in his ox/n direction, as 
Yeats did from an insight of comparable generality, that civilizations 
move in interfolded spirals of subjective and objective, alternative 
like the beat of a butterfly's vjings, or the electromagnetic x.^aves 
formulated by liaxx/ell. It xxas Yeats' implementing of his vision xjhlch 
turned it into a series of sacramental poems, "odor of blood xjhere 
Christ xjas slain; ' xjhere Nexiton vjith no qualms about the loss of 
poetic radiance in xjhat imagination had given him, began to 
calculate how far from the tangent the moon x/ould have to fall and



whether the force required would bo that of gravity at the earth's 
surface reduced by the square of the distance, and, as he said 
"found it to agree pretty nearly." The iriatheiratical problem uas 
to formulate unchanging truth in terms of exact quantity; vjhatever 
the poetic requirement, it would have been something else.

The mathematical aspect (like the poetic) must arise v/herever 
nature, through mind, receives the poxaer to reflect on itself, since 
every act in nature (or every reflection of it in thought) turns out 
to be deeply rooted in the quantitatively formulable.

If I move my paired arms outward or invjard in the mirrored 
spirals their elasticity suggests, I feel in my muscles as in my 
mind that the motion is mathemable. Though it might take all of 
history to articulate the study, we sense it equally in the flow and 
undulation of liquids, the sxrirl and grouping of clouds, the flight 
of a bird, the calculated leap of a cat, the coursing of a deer.
All revert to that tensile play of energized bodies on themselves, 
the nexus from v/hich mathematics, a formulable reflection of that 
play, precipitates. Every motion, every perception of motion, every 
intuition of thought is instinct xjith mathematical latencies requiring 
that they be dravm out. IJliat Nev/ton formulated xras "The love which 
moves the sun and the other stars."

I do not assume, i/ith these fexx xrords, that I have taken care of 
the relationship of a priori mathematics to the empirical xjorld, 
though it became clear a hundred years ago that Kant's xxay of 
deriving the regularity of nature from the inescapable frame of our 
cognizance, xxhile it offered a kind of metaphysical solution, did so 
at the continuing Cartesian cost of cleaving the mind-matter nexus 
doxm the middle, leaving no xjay to account for organism, for the 
actual embodied interplay bctxjeen perceptor and perceived. The more 
deeply dialectical direction x/hich evolution in the life-sciences, 
quantum mechanics and probability in the physical has made inescapable 
for us, is hinted at by liaxxxell at the close of his essay on Analogies 
in dature; ". . .the only laxxs of matter are those X7hich our minds 
must fabricate, and the only lav7s of mind are fabricated for it by 
natter."

In short, the occurrences in us xxhich have become carriers of 
psychic purpose have to fit hand in glove xjlth the events of the 
nature xxe call physical. Even the numbers, those God-given Integers 
of the Greeks, must have hatched from physical quantity long before 
xre appeared on the scene to call them by names; so that we must 
introduce them in every account of structure involving resonance 
or period, in the Pythagorean tones, crystallography, genetic 
chemistry, atomic structure and emission spectra. And our mathe
matics could never unlock nature's doors if our heads xiere not full 
of such models, not pendulums exactly, but neuro-physical systems 
continually emanating Ideals of periodicity, equality and ratio.
Since nature from top to bottom finds itself in such congruences, 
all that ue study outxrardly is built, in the smallest parts, into 
our experimentally selected structure.

And no doubt the Satanic flax-7 X7e began with could be traced back



to the beginning of things, when primal energy, falling into the 
habits we call natural law, took up that reductive mode of action 
vjhich in society is stigmatized as "the inhuman use of human beings"— 
to strip off and abstract from collections and wholes such merely 
operant quantities as mass, momentum, pressure and potential. Since 
nature, like man, is always hardening into a relationship not of whole 
to whole or essence to essence but of habitual surfaces, as if 
gravity and colliding bodies had accepted "the unnatural use of the 
natural." It is in this fallen nature that fallen math pursues its 
risky road.

The first crevasse it encounters is betx^een numbers and the 
continuum—not so much the dilemma Plato toys with in the Phaedo, 
and Ionesco picks up in The Pupil, how one and one can ever turn into 
two (the One necessarily coming to rest again over the dual, as over 
any multiple, to make it a nameable number); but the plain irrecon
cilability of vjhat slides vjith vrhat is counted.

The one-many is the root antinomy of our experience, an ambi
valence on which awareness, like its world-objects, seats itself, 
proliferating everyx^here polarities of part and whole, atoms and sub
stance, time and moment, soul and states of consciousness. And it 
is of course the drive of every opposition to assert itself once and 
for all as paradox. Thus the number-line continuously stretched 
over incommensurate points of number.

It is just with regard to this rift that the Promethean drama of 
mathematics seems to have separated itself into two phases; the 
Greek, traditionally concerned with the fixed; and the Western, 
driven to invent a calculus of motion.

The Greek task was to precipitate eternal clarity, at the cost 
of whatever abandonment of the transient and vital. As if understanding 
ccould exist only in an empyrean of frozen forms.

it cannot be that the root intuition of geometry is of 
Euclidean space, or other systems, as of spherical, hyperbolic, multi
dimensional, saddle space, and the rest, could not be made reasonable. 
The root of geometry must be a set of emergent correspondences which 
can be idealized into a spatial order. If that order is imperative 
enough within the range of some experience, it will, like any order 
we seize on and apply, take upon itself, for its axiomatic fulfill
ment, the certification of the absolute.

Neither can it be that the root intuition of number is of One, Two, 
Three; but of the sliding continuum adaptively jelling into tellable 
recurrence-as by feedback approximations and corrections, narroxzing 
toward a limit, we close in on a position reached for. It is in that 
amorphous space, where the formalized array of like intervals is alvjays 
refining itself, that the commutative and other laws of arithmetic 
are comprised, with the vjhole atomic structure of calculation.
Nor is it merely the willful distortion of some Faustian modern, to 
stretch out the clear logic and calm beauty of Euclid and Greek number 
on the rack of so adaptive a fable.



We niight get a clue to the inadequacy of the Greek perfection 
by asking where it is in nature that the undergirding of pure number 
comes to the surface, crops out, like crystal rocks from the softer 
mottliwgs of earth and vegetation. It vras here that the ancients 
seated gods and angelic intelligences, in the divine regularity of 
the stars. Here too mathematical physics contrived the triumphs of 
equation which have lured all sciences in that wake, and vrhich the 
naive are always taking (as Plato did the Pythagorean proof) as a 
paradigm of knowledge—while the universe of the Bible and war and 
tragedy and flesh and marriage eddies around and in us—imagine—a 
paradigm of knowledge.

Of course the stars to primitive man looked like divine things 
sailing through aether, each with its angelic mover carrying it in 
harmonious circles. But for us that beautiful regularity exemplifies 
the billiard ball determinism into which the lowest and most unorganized 
aggregates of material nature fall.

If V7e ask why the planets, v;hy any mass fulfills so perfectly 
the Newtonian laws, the modern answer is that in such inert aggregates, 
primary or quantum indeterminacies cancel out; a statistical law 
(or high-order probability) emerges—but only on the condition that 
the matter, as unorganized, doesn't go into cahoots about its action.

A simple example: Take a stand at some high window in New York 
and look down, in the noon rush, at the intersection. Count the number 
of people coming and going in each direction. You will be able to 
vxrite a law, having the general form of a current function, and find 
that for each branch of the circuit it fulfills itself rather vjell from 
day to day. As in the flov? of electricity along a wire, we have no 
notion which route individual particles will take; with the crovjd 
we assume that depends on will; each man proceeds (as Lucretius 
said about his atoms) sponte sua. It is that very fact—the lack of 
relation of each to any other—vrhich has made prediction possible.
For suppose one day an army comes along marching behind a leader.
He turns, the organized army follov/s; our predictive laws are broken.

We cannot escape the antinomy this involves. The determined 
order of the whole phenomenon arose from the disordered randomness 
of the parts; when the parts on the other hand are ordered into one, 
the result is the law-breaking indeterminacy of the whole. We seem 
here almost in touch with a complementarity shared by nature and mind; 
as if the clarity of form and number were drawn from the sliding and 
amorphous at the the cost of separating out some dark and formless 
Other—an act which can only be the first step of knowledge, since 
richer techniques must always be sought for whipping that Alien back 
into the substance of the known—the full act of reason deploying 
light, dark and penumbra.

So the Greek separation of mathematics from the paradox of motion 
was in one sense the proudest dare—to rear a temple of Parian marble 
above the swampy flux. On the other hand, since mind is stretched 
willy-nilly between the Forms and the shifting actual, that axiomatic 
perfection became a withdrawal and timid incapacity. Even "the whole 
is equal to the sum of its parts" has suspended validity with respect



to the actual, to a man, a poem, a marriage, a society, a body of 
organized stuff-xjhere all stuff is organized-since not even some assumed 
quantity of mass or of energy can ever be brought back after an action to 
what it vras before; therefore the axiom defines a realm of self-esta
blished eternals where substances and qualities do not change, 
where time is not a transforming force but an indifferent dimension, 
where the moment, in Kierkegaard's terms, is never decisive—the moment, 
as it turns out, being at the crux of the matter.

So the true Lucifer of mathematic formulation did not emerge, 
blazing among the sons of morning, until the ordering power of Greek 
reason, revived in the post-Gothic West, and celebrating the paradox of 
that daring, seized on the horned angle (between the tangent and the curve) 
which Euclid had avoided as irrational, and determined to give it a 
measure. The measure of the horned angle, however, must lie at the 
point, or instant, of tangency, where, if it is not to be zero, the 
point itself must be transformed, functionally smeared from Euclid's 
dimensionless locus to one of those Infinitesimal carriers everyone 
from Galileo dovjn was in pursuit of—to diminish an area without limit 
and by such a method exhibit its vanishing vectors and derivatives of 
vectors; tangent, curvature, force and rate of change of force, Maxvi/ell's 
flux and curl, V7hatever other properties and ultimate tensors of the 
field may lurk in that minute Leibnitzean point—a vjhole world, as 
Pascal sav7 it, contained in the barest atom. And not only to isolate 
and formulate these, but to add them up. Infinite series after series, 
and so to write the law of the entire field. It was at the outset of 
that mathematical venture, which would make the Greek look rather tame, 
that Galileo cried out in the Two New Sciences; "What a sea V7e 
are falling into. . .with vacua and infinities and indivisibles. . . 
shall \je ever be able to reach dry land?"

At the heart of that arrogation lay one weird little Arabian 
devil, one of those Divs that lurk in Persian manuscripts—the 
algebraic notation which slipped into Europe under cover of the 
Middle Ages and enflamed the Renaissance: as Vieta says (1591) in 
the book Descartes took off from; "For there is no problem which 
cannot be solved." The div that told him that, sent no doubt by 
Ariam, power of darkness, is easily described: it is the will to write 
a sliding function as if it v/ere a Greek quantity and to operate vrith 
it under that fiction—an act of daring, since to use x as a number 
is to plant the paradox in the ground of reason. It is this, more than 
anything else, which has sustained the satanic truth and illusion that 
mathematics is the key to knov/ledge and povjer. . .

At this point I should improvise some kind of illustration of 
the sort of physical calculation that ensued, choosing a sequence 
easy enough for us to deal with, yet advanced enough to generate the 
required excitement. As for ease, physics works in our favor, since no 
science could be more chuckle-headedly simple in its use of models, and 
that is a feature of the divide-and-conquer reductionism we have called 
Satanic. Most of the physics of energy, magnetism and electricity 
up to Maxwell's laws and the derivation of electromagnetic waves, 
springs from two related models, one of masses accelerating under force.



and the other of the flow of some ideal liquid. Under these assump
tions, our common notions, turned into ax5-omatic math, naively apply.

Take electricity. It has to be a quantity. Call it charge.
The fluid model fits; let there be so much liquid-of two kinds, it ttims 
out, plus and minus. Here gravitation enters, since much of physics 
(entropy for example) is read over from the experience of living in a 
gravitational field. Our electric liquid can be piled against a dam, 
say, and then there is energy stored in it, a power to get moving and 
do work, which from the parallel, depends on the height. Call that 
potential. In either case, the containers can have different 
capacities, the less the capacity the more a quantity of liquid runs 
up the height. Out of these containers we can bring a flow; call it 
current, and let it have all the properties of a material flov;. Of 
course, one has to be tricky about mathematizing it, formulating what 
happens at one of those smeared points and then integrating back to 
the continuous; but that sort of juggling can be a. sport—apart from 
what it promises.

Though nature sometimes comes up with surprises. If you run 
that current down a wire, it's not surprising that there is resistance, 
because every conduit offers resistance to a flow, some more, some 
less; we know water V7ill rise less high in the suburbs than in the 
city's center, because of the resistance in the pipes. But that a 
current flowing doxm a wire should beget around itself another kind 
of field, a magnetic field, when we had thought of magnetism as an 
independent property of some iron ore we called lodestone-that the 
magnetic power to move and align lodestone should arise now around a 
wire in which a current is flowing—that came as a surprise. In fact, 
you could say a discovery.

Though it can be taken at once into the quantitative system, varying 
with the amount of current flovjing in the wire. At that point another 
wonder appears, though the principle of symmetry might have suggested 
it from the former; that when a magnetic field comes into being or 
collapses, as from current turned on and off in the first wire, and if 
the changing magnetic flux is cut by another wire, a current also will 
flow in that wire. The tv70 are reciprocally intergenerant, so that 
already if v/e would think of space alone without the wires as being 
able to hold shifting magnetic and electric fields—the electric 
as it shifts generating a magnetic around it, and that as it comes into 
being producing another electric surge—and if one has followed that, 
either with the intuition or with motions of the hands, we have already 
arrived at something which looks like v7ave propagation.

Here the question arises, hov7 can we deal with it mathematically?
X'Je could start V7ith a text by Oresme about quantities and the rate at 
V7hich they change, where it is first stressed that the rate at which 
a thing changes can change also, and that rate in turn, and so on as 
far as one needs to go.

I make my hand move in a steady circle. The circle is Euclidean, 
though maybe the moving is not. Now I turn it at right angles to you, 
edgewise, as if I V7ere putting a shadow on the wall. You see my hand 
rise, stop here at the top, speed up as it goes down, reaching a maximum



speed at the center, then slow down and stop at the bottom and so go up 
again. That's obviously a regular motion of some kind, because it's 
the projection of circular motion. Call it simple harmonic motion- 
simple because it's from one circle and not compounded, as from epicycles 
or whatever. Also we recognize, both with the eye and with reason, that 
it's rather like the oscillation of a weight on a spring, or (if it 
could be straightened a bit) the motion of a pendulum.

Suppose nov7 I move my hand edgewise, as I was doing, and at the 
same time walk uniformly to the side, across your line of vision. You 
can't miss seeing that we're producing a wave; you can call it a sine 
wave, or a cosine wave, depending on where you start. Note in passing 
a curious thing about a vjave, this one, or another, no matter how complex: 
the same pattern of displacements up and down can be experienced either 
in space or time. You can stand still in space and let them come to you, 
as a cork does in water; or you can stop time, as in a flash photo, 
and there is the same pattern stretched out in space. Clear too that to 
make the spatial pattern give you the experience of the time one, you 
would have to invoke the velocity—get the thing moving again.

Therefore the rate of displacement in time should bear to that in 
space the, rati(^ of the velocity. In a kind of shorthand that can be 
written But I anticipate.

Let me crank my hand again. From the circle I know that when the 
flattened motion gets the furthest up or down, it is at a distance from 
the center which the Greeks called the radius, r. If I ask how that 
displacement in space, s, is changing with respect to time at any instant (and I can write that in various ways, -t{-^ , or I can just put a 
dot over the £—in any case we all know what it is, because we drive 
cars, it's velocity), the circle suggests some things, that up here at 
the top, where the displacement is r^, my hand seems to stop for an instant, 
since it's only moving toward you, and the up and down velocity must be 
zero. On the other hand, the center, where displacement is zero (say 
I'm moving my hand in the circle at one radius length—radian—per 
second) the velocity must be _r. They're alternating, push-me-pull- 
you.

But it is not only position in space that can change with time.
We know equally well from driving, that velocity also can change—you 
just step on what they call the accelerator. So ^ is the rate at which 
V is changing in Again you can write it different ways, as , ■ 
which means the second derivative of space with respect to time; or you 
can write that ^ again, this time with two dots over it, V. That's 
the rate at which change-in-space is changing. We could go on, because 
we know you can accelerate at different rates; but we don't have to. 
Because a curious thing now emerges.

Let's call the space at the top and down here at the bottom 
minus r^, because we have to keep our signs straight. Then the velocity 
here at the center going down must be minus because it's going toward 
minus. So it's -jc. If we ask about acceleration, some people get 
confused. They say, how can it be accelerating here at the top where 
it's standing still? That same difficulty is voiced in Galileo by the 
guy called Simple. I-Jhereas we can see from the circle that here at the



center where displacement is zero and velocity is either plus or minus 
r^, you are seeing for that instant the original circular motion, broad
side, undistorted by any acceleration. So where ^ is zero, ^ or ^ is 
zero also. But at the top, where the displacement is plus _r, the 
velocity has to be changing all the way from plus to minus; the acceler
ation is at a maximum—or minimum, since here it has to be minus; it 
turns out to be minus r^. And at the bottom where is minus r^, there 
has to be the same acceleration, but upward, that is plus r^.

Here we ask a simple question: VJhat is the function whose second 
derivative is the negative of the function itself? Say the function is 
^ (that's one of those Arab divs that can go through all the values 
the displacement can assume) ; when its value is r^, a vjhich is ^ is -r^; 
when it's 0, ^ is 0; when minus jr, ^ is plus _r. So we don't need any 
mysteries of integration to know that when we look at a second derivative 
of a function which is the negative of the function, that is when
V = -^, we can only be dealing v/ith a sine vrave.

If we had time, we could review the whole theory from a mass on 
a spring bobbing under restitutional force, to a charge in an electro
magnetic oscillator doing the same. VJe vjould see the staggering way in 
which the static and electromagnetic laws led llaxwell to the partial 
derivative equations of wave propagation, and in those equations, a 
constant jc where we found velocity before, but having now a value given
by the ratio of the units of charge in the two systems of electricity,
the static and the electromagnetic or current system (as if to get the 
same effect from a charge racing down a xi?ire at what turns out to be 
the speed of light, and so stretched out by motion and attenuated to 
that amount, one would have to pour in a unit or quantity bigger by just 
that multiple of 3 times 10 to the tenth) we would bring from the equations 
themselves the universal measurable constant of the speed of light.

But I think for the diversion of the interlude I should proceed with 
differential equations, starting with another question: t^hat is the 
function whose first derivative is the measure of itself—either equal 
or proportional? We are asking what sort of function changes in 
proportion to its own value or size.

Take a shellfish, a nautilus; say each cell divides so often, and 
it's got so many; suppose it curls that growth around a center and leaves
a record in the shell. That should be a logarhythmic or growth spiral,
which we can also draw geometrically. We have the same thing in a 
savings account; the interest is based on how much money. Stretched out 
straight we have a curve that always goes up getting steeper and steeper, 
growing faster as its value grows. At the 2. axis here is a point where 
the base is one, and if this is the central curve of the family (the
^ curve) it xjill go through there with a slope also one, equal to the
value, that is at 45 degrees. Whereas dox^m here, its grovrth is as 
small as its value, as in the Biblical proverb. It's a Growth Function, 
like a dream of Capitalism.

Of course we can reverse it. Put a brake on anything, where the 
friction, say, depends on the speed: the faster you're going the more 
it will use up of what you've got—and lots of things work that way, too. 
We don't even have to draw the function in reverse, we just slide back



down. The logaryhthmic function can be of growth or of decay. It is 
indicative that the place v;e find these functions going up is in life 
phenomena, or at least with semi-organic or chain-reaction interplays, 
whereas in laboratory physics they are mostly headed dovm.

So if V7e ask our question again: \Jh.at is the function whose change 
is proportional to its size?—-it can be either this one that goes up 
always steeper, or this one that settles dov7n but, like Zeno’s 
Achilles, never reaches the mark.

Suppose I have an oscillating electrical system with an induction 
coil which, like a spring or a pendulum, makes a second derivative kick- 
back, and I have in it also a plain resistance, which makes a first 
derivative drag. Let’s don’t search too hard for a letter-name for the 
quantity we’re_^ oscillating; call it x, that Div we started with. Now 
I can V7rite mx -t- rx + kx = 0 putting in coefficients for the size of 
the magnetic inductance, resistance and capacitance, and maybe for ease 
thinking of the on the right as a minus. Now, if I erase the middle 
term, I’m saying the second derivative is proportional to the negative 
of the function itself, so I would have a sine oscillation. But if I 
take away the first term (letting its coefficient become zero), I’m 
saying that the first derivative (negative) is measured by the function, 
and I’ve got one of those plain old drags.

But with both of them acting together, I don’t quite know what to do 
because this one says "waveI" and this one says "be damped.’" It's true 
that even my intuition might say, if I join them, I should get a damped 
X7ave, oscillating, but less and less. But if I go on increasing the 
resistance, sooner or later the damping ought to take over; since if I 
put a pendulum or a spring in molasses and make the molasses thicker and 
thicker, at first it slox^s down the oscillation; and then any fool can 
tell that at a certain point the bob can't oscillate any more because the 
medium is too thick; it'll just drag to the center. But how can I find 
that point from the equation?

(I use Courant here, since his solution is the most divertingly 
Satanic I knoxj.) Suppose we substitute a growth-decay function for x, 
some base ^ to the lambda t (e*'^), though we know x can’t be entirely a 
power function if it’s also an oscillating function; but just for the 
hell of it, just to see xjhat we get. At least we can differentiate a 
logarhythmic function, as xre’ve just seen; its rate of change is propor
tional to its value; xire just bring the lambda down each time as a 
coefficient. So xjhen e'^' is divided out, the equation reduces to a 
quadratic in lambda, mX + rX + k = C, V7hich by the quadratic solution 
will of course have two roots: K

What we have to focus on is obviously the plus or minus radical. 
Since, if 4mk is bigger than r^ that thing under the radical is minus, 
and the logarhythmic solution we attempted becomes imaginary, 
since the square root of a minus doesn't solve handily. Though even 
that little ^ can be got rid of by the amazing detour of Euler's 
solution, and you find in the process that your x has turned back into 
a sine-cosine function. That’s the climax of the comedy. You knew in 
the first place that if you diminished the _r (resistance) and weighted 
the m (magnetic kick-back) it would be an oscillating function; but



Courant didn’t offer a way directly to that; we had to make the mistake 
of substituting a logarhythmic (decay) function, which, to show you that 
at a certain point you were on the wrong track, popped in an imaginary 
number; then, when you find another oblique way to eliminate that, it 
brings you back to the sine function, where you knew from the second 
derivative term you ought to be all along.

But only if the second derivative term predoniinated. So that wild 
detour (vrhat Dante calls ”il folle volo") has given us the precise point 
at which a damped oscillation will become a mere decay (or vice versa). 
It's when the square of the drag coefficient is greater than four times 
the product of the other two. And I trust the sliding Divs (their roots 
deep in nature) who brought us there, that that formulation (who knows, 
maybe in some primary reaches where matter coalesces out of waves) may 
suddenly release such equivocal powers that the always tempted mind 
will cry out Truth.

In any case, I have been carried away by the delight of one 
example. I have now to clarify why (enjoying it as I do) I call this 
art Satanic—since I am not myself purely Satanical.

So far, we have allowed a confusion i^hich is almost inescapable; 
we have not distinguished (for are they not one?) between Lucifer and 
Satan. Yet we must distinguish, even in the single life-drama between 
the aspiration and the specter.

The mode of Lucifer is the basic mode of spirit. But v;hen in the 
course of its inescapable and dangerous search for total clarity and 
efficacy of being, it learns the relative impossibility of its desires, 
it has two branches of transformation; the Satanic, which seizes, as 
if it were enough, on what it masters, asserting a tyranny of hardening 
and desslcating fact; and the sacrificial, v;hich offers itself and it's 
pretentions for a higher life.

As I have written in another place (Incarnate Fruits), when 
the pure Greek reason went dov/n into brute matter and the flux of 
motion, to incarnate there a logos of the infinite and infinitesimal, 
that salutary stooping led to the victory of calculus. In such an 
account, the allusion is not to Lucifer but to Christ. Yet if the 
sacrificial played a role there, it was of brief duration. As the 
Calculus rose in splendor like the Prince of this world, it asserted 
again the old divinity of math, seizing on the universe for its 
deterministic formulation—in those time-conquering eqxoations where time 
can run either way. And surely, in no age of history have the sun-bright 
scales of armored supremacy more sonorously clanged on the logos of 
number than in this in which racked-out nature flames the certification of E = mc^.

As always, however, polar opposites are precipitated together; the 
incommensurate can only appear where the axiomatic and formal has been 
sufficiently tightened to catch commensurability. In the oozy flux 
and relatives of the intuited world, ambiguities are always with us, but 
Indistinct, cloudy shadows of that vegetal. Under Greek reasoning, where 
the consistencies which some call truth were consolidated (as when a 
swamp is drained: let the waters gather and dry land appear), the



original dim ambiguity also conglobed, revealed by hardening logic as 
the paradox.

Pre-Socratic discourse must have slipped along, holding common 
sense and common notions through gulfs of “well yes, and then again 
no." The Socratic tightening (mathematical in spirit, as all logic, even 
in language is): "fix what you mean and give it consistency. Is it 
true or false?"—opened under every dialectic the troublesome gulf of 
contradiction. Plato knew that and turned it into a method, as if 
axiomatic reasoning must be profoundly valid, especially for reducing 
opponents, though in the end it could only point beyond itself.

Similarly in Western thought, the method pursued from Descartes to 
Kant spun a network tight enough to catch and exhibit the antinomies of 
reason which Pascal had celebrated over a hundred years earlier—somex^hat 
as Heraclitus had played with contradiction a hundred years before it was 
caught in the sophistic net.

Finally, in modern mathematics, the refinement of s3nnbolic logic 
with its metamathematic analysis of arithmetic, has sprung the trap 
on the paradox which since Socrates had lain under every systematic and 
exact statement. When Godel, in his proof of unprovability, established 
(once and for all?) that there are propositions in any formal system 
which can neither be proved nor disproved on the basis of the system 
itself, and that therefore no mathematical or arithmetic system can 
establish its own consistency—at that point (as reason had done in Kant) 
mathematics seemed on the verge of assuming, or at least of hinting it 
should assume, the sacrificial role. Though if we hold our wits to the 
reading of Godel, our delight will be more in the precision of the 
rapier, than in any prophetic yielding of the Quixotic knight, pointing 
beyond himself.

Yet it is beyond mathematics that we must go. Beyond logic, even 
beyond clarity. That is forced on us by the nature of experience, by 
the creative originality of space-time, which makes all equation 
approximate and misleading.

llathematics is the limit of the exact, as ratio is the limit of 
analogy. Since all discourse, vjith one part of its being, must aspire 
to exactness, we will not gain much by simply drowning thought in the 
amorphous. What is required is an organism, not a puddle. The world 
presents us with a fait accompli which makes specialized precision as 
urgent as it is dangerous. In every discipline Xire must master the 
proliferated complex of thingy particularity. Philosophy as common 
denominator is idle if it does not know the facts. Hoxijever important 
to philosophize about life, we begin to drone with the discourse of 
entelechy and the rest cuts loose from the more and more ramified 
details of biology, evolution, genetics, biochemistry. Even poetry has 
had to refine itself to an absolute and demanding precision. And poetry, 
if as in Dante or Goethe it aspired to be architectonic, would have to 
incorporate as far as possible those disciplines X'7hich look up to logic 
and mathematics as their Satanic exemplar. And yet it remains at the 
other end of the spectrum.

Let us close there, with that other xjay, which has been evolved



in ambivalent relation to math, that other fabric of symbols—inexact 
or exact in some other way—of v/ords—call it the Word—expressing 
itself ultimately, against the equation, in the poem. The poem, which has 
never yet, though it springs from the same tensile realm of energy

* relations as math, been able to incorporate, quote or use mathematical 
language (not even in Pound) yet which rides on those counted recurrences

« curiously called numbers. I«Jhat myth will hint at the way of the word?
Already the Word itself will have given the answer.

VIhere the language of math sets out to grasp and hold, in the end 
to ^ the truth, the word from the first takes up a sacrificial and 
sacramental role. It gives itself vicariously for the truth beyond its 
own formulation. Its strategy as metaphor is to transcend by going under; 
as Thoreau said "the volatile truth of my words should continually betray 
the inadequacy of the residual statement;" or as Dante repeats in various 
ways as he rises toward the culminant vision of Gods "how limited words 
are and how hoarse." It is Lear's madness which speaks beyond sanity.
The poetry-lover has faith in that as the Christian has in Death and 
Transfiguration. Even the Greek Word centered on Tragedy, against the 
geometry of Greek mathematics.

Of course, as Blake believed, Satan himself must be saved—the 
specter of formal precision has to be retained and cultivated. But like 
it or not, the precise can only operate wholesomely within the prevision 
of the creatively amorphous, and this is as true of reason in the 
rigorous sense as of mathematics. If philosophy is, as Kant assumed, a

* rational investigation, then poetry (or religion, if it is available) 
must be the life-giving mother in which it is contained—nourished 
by the dark divinity of imagination, v/hich in its highest form has 
always been recognized as Spirit.

The poetic synthesis this calls for (xvhlch might even open itself 
to equation) must be a new one. But the past can give clues. And what 
would so perfectly exhibit, not mere philosophy, but the mathematical and 
rational operating in a poetic vjhole of inspiration myth and V7orship— 
sacramentally pointing beyoiid itself—than the Platonic dialogue?

But that would be another lecture. . .
^ X

Strange. . .The night I closed the revision of this talk with those 
words I had a dream, sent in rebuke, I think, by the genius of mathe
matics, and to show that, if history continued, this art, too, vjould 
continue, free of Platonic lead strings.

It is hard to recount such dreams: I was involved as many persons 
in a bookkeeping which centered around a garden for produce and a 
tlenda, or Spanish store. These are voices I wrote as I waked:

You should have been on guard. They say the produce 
in the tienda doesn't add up to what we had before. They 
say it's unique and infinitely more. . .

^ 0 la. It was not that way in the Garden. Who was
watching the garden and tlenda? How did it come?



(Mystical voice)2 They say God came in the 
tlenda. . .

(Transcendental voice): I say God comes in 
the tlenda all the time.

(Mathematics); If that is the natural condition, 
I will deal with that too, A transfinite calculus of 
Intentional polarity and creative time. To give 
birth. . .

I-Jhat sort of mathematics will that be?

Undiscovered, unrevealed.


